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After you have started and used NonStop NET/MASTER Management Services (MS)
using its default startup configuration, you may want to enhance the performance of
NonStop NET/MASTER MS by customizing its configuration.  The processing
environment comprises NonStop NET/MASTER MS processes and Distributed
Systems Network Management (DSNM) processes.  This section surveys both the
processing environment and the procedures you use to configure the environment.
The section:

Provides an overview of the NonStop NET/MASTER MS processing environment

Discusses the PARAM commands used to create a process definition for processes
started by NonStop NET/MASTER MS

Discusses how to configure global memory manager (GMM) processes

Discusses how to configure security exit processes

Discusses how to configure static and dynamic application processes

Discusses the processes used in basic, extended basic, and advanced operating
modes

Discusses how to support multiple INMC links

Discusses how to manage interactive user logon processing

Discusses how to configure application process persistency

Discusses the result of running BK, EM, and NC processes as process pairs

Discusses how to distribute virtual memory activity

Discusses how to balance process pairs among CPUs after NonStop
NET/MASTER MS startup

Discusses how to balance static and DSNM processes among CPUs after NonStop
NET/MASTER MS startup

Discusses how to influence how dynamic processes are balanced among CPUs
during and after NonStop NET/MASTER MS startup

Discusses the relationship between application processes and NCL queues

Offers configuration guidelines for using NonStop NET/MASTER MS with and
without DSNM

Note Nearly all of the management operations described in this section involve the use of a CONFIG file.  If you
are unfamiliar with the creation and use of a CONFIG file, see Section 3, “Configuring NonStop
NET/MASTER MS,” before reading this section.
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Overview of the
Processing

Environment

The NonStop NET/MASTER MS processing environment is made up of two groups of
cooperating processes:  NonStop NET/MASTER MS processes and DSNM processes.
This subsection provides an overview of the NonStop NET/MASTER MS processing
environment.  The subsection introduces concepts you must understand before you
can successfully configure the processing environment.  All concepts introduced in
this subsection are discussed in more detail later in this section.

NonStop NET/MASTER MS
Processes

NonStop NET/MASTER MS processes include the NonStop NET/MASTER MS
control process (NCP) and other processes that are always started by the NCP.
(DSNM processes are excluded because they need not be started by the NCP.)

Table 11-1 lists the program file name used to start each process type and the process
name allocated when NonStop NET/MASTER MS is started using its default startup
configuration.  Appendix A, “File Reference,” has more information about NonStop
NET/MASTER MS program files.

Table 11-1.  NonStop NET/MASTER MS Programs and Processes

Process Type Program File Name∗ Default Process Name Default Process Class

NCP NCP $pNNM N.A.

GMM process NGM $pG00-$pG15 N.A.

Security exit process SECEXIT $pNN0 N.A.

Application process NMNC0001 $pnnn NC∗∗

∗ By default, all NonStop NET/MASTER MS program files reside in the ZNNM subvolume on
the installation volume.

N.A. Not applicable.

p The NonStop NET/MASTER MS process character.  As discussed in Section 2, “Starting
NonStop NET/MASTER MS,” the process character is the first character of the name of the
NCP.  You specify the name when you run the NCP program.  Whenever the NCP starts a
new process, the process character is the first character of the new process name.

nnn A number allocated by the NCP.  The NCP creates the name using the
CREATEPROCESSNAME procedure call if the process character is Z.

∗∗ The NCP uses the third and fourth characters of the file name, which are NC, to determine
the process class.

Types of NonStop NET/MASTER MS Processes

As Table 11-1 shows, there are four types of NonStop NET/MASTER MS processes:

The NCP.  This process manages all processes in the NonStop NET/MASTER MS
processing environment, and starts and stops other processes within the
processing environment as required.  The NCP usually runs as a process pair.

GMM processes.  These processes serve as a conceptual repository of information
accessed and shared by all NonStop NET/MASTER MS processes.  GMM
processes usually run as process pairs.
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Security exit processes.  These processes determine whether a user has sufficient
command authority to use a Guardian utility and members of the utility’s
command set.  Security exit processes usually run as process pairs.

Application processes.  Each application process performs a set of functions
according to its class (BK, EM, IS, MS, or NC).  Application processes are started as
persistent processes.

Note BK, EM, and NC processes can also run as process pairs.  See “Running BK, EM, and NC Processes as
Process Pairs,” later in this section, for more information.

The NCP is the first process started.  You start the NCP by using the TACL RUN
command to run the NCP program.  The NCP starts all other processes.

The NCP program and the NCP are discussed in more detail in Section 2, “Starting
NonStop NET/MASTER MS.”  GMM, security exit, and application processes are
discussed later in this section.

Classes of NonStop NET/MASTER MS Application Processes

As Table 11-1 shows, NonStop NET/MASTER MS, by default, is started with the NC
class application process.  Altogether, there are five classes of NonStop NET/MASTER
MS application processes:

The background services (BK) class.  This class supports the BSYS, BMON, BLOG,
and LOGP virtual users and their background processing environments, handles
commands submitted to these virtual users, and supports the system-level
LOGPROC NCL procedure.

The event management services (EM) class.  This class supports the interface to
Event Management Service (EMS), supports the EMSP virtual user and its
background processing environment, handles commands submitted to this virtual
user, and supports the system-level EMSPROC NCL procedure.

The inter-system services (IS) class.  This class supports INMC, ISR, and ROC for
the multiprotocol exchange of commands, command-response messages, and
event messages with another network management application (NonStop
NET/MASTER MS, the SOLVE management services, or NetView).

The multi-user services (MS) class.  This class provides the interactive user
environment for NonStop NET/MASTER MS operations and NCL procedure and
panel description file development.

The NonStop NET/MASTER MS consolidated services (NC) class.  This class
combines the functions of the BK, EM, IS, and MS process classes in a mode that
requires less memory, fewer executing processes, and reduced disk space.

Regardless of the process class to which it belongs, each occurrence of an application
process is created from the same program file.  Additionally, each application process
has either a static or dynamic presence.  Application processes and the two types of
process presence are discussed in more detail later in this section.
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DSNM Processes DSNM is a product used for monitoring and controlling subsystem objects in a
network and (from NonStop NET/MASTER MS only) for communicating with
conversational-mode Guardian utilities.  NonStop NET/MASTER MS is distributed
with Distributed Systems Management Solutions (DSMS)/DSNM.

The Command Server and Conversational Interface Processes

NonStop NET/MASTER MS provides an interface to DSNM through two DSNM
processes:

The command server process.  NonStop NET/MASTER MS communicates with
this process to handle DSNM subsystem commands (commands to SPI-based
subsystems).  These are OPSYS subsystem commands, which are used to monitor
and control subsystems in a network.

The conversational interface process (CIP).  NonStop NET/MASTER MS
communicates with this process to handle DSNM utility commands.  These are
OPSYS utility commands, which are used to start and terminate interactive
sessions with Guardian utilities, such as PUP.

The command server process and the CIP are discussed in more detail later in this
section.

Using DSNM From NonStop NET/MASTER MS

There are two ways for NonStop NET/MASTER MS to make use of the facilities
provided by DSNM:

By using a DSNM system started by the NCP.  There are two ways to do so:

By using the default startup configuration for DSNM processes.  Either no
CONFIG file is used or the command server process and the CIP are not
defined in the CONFIG file.  The command server process and the CIP are
created using default startup configuration values.  The NCP starts these (and
certain other) DSNM processes when NonStop NET/MASTER MS is started.
When an OPSYS command is issued, NonStop NET/MASTER MS attempts to
locate the command server process or the CIP (whichever process is
appropriate) to process the DSNM command.

By using a customized startup configuration for DSNM processes.  The DSNM
processes to be used by NonStop NET/MASTER MS are defined in the
CONFIG file.  The specified DSNM processes are created using the specified
configuration values.  The NCP starts the specified DSNM processes when
NonStop NET/MASTER MS is started.  If a DSNM process is not defined, it is
not started.  When an OPSYS command is issued, NonStop NET/MASTER MS
attempts to locate the defined command server process or the CIP (whichever
process is appropriate) to process the DSNM command.
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By using an external DSNM system:  that is, by sharing DSNM with another
management application.  The DSNM processes are started externally to NonStop
NET/MASTER MS, either before or after NonStop NET/MASTER MS is started.
The names of the command server process and the existing CIP in the external
DSNM system are defined in the CONFIG file.  (Definitions for other external
DSNM processes are not required.)  The NCP does not attempt to locate or start
these (or any other) DSNM processes when NonStop NET/MASTER MS is started.
When an OPSYS command is issued, NonStop NET/MASTER MS attempts to
locate the defined command server process or the CIP (whichever process is
appropriate) to process the DSNM command.

Additionally, you can configure NonStop NET/MASTER MS to not use a DSNM
system.  To do so, you configure valid but nonexistent process names for the
command server process and the CIP in the CONFIG file.  The NCP does not attempt
to locate or start these (or any other) DSNM processes when NonStop NET/MASTER
MS is started.  When an OPSYS command is issued, NonStop NET/MASTER MS
attempts to locate the defined nonexistent command server process or the CIP
(whichever process is appropriate) to process the DSNM command, but fails.

Using DSNM from NonStop NET/MASTER MS is discussed in more detail later in
this section.

Operating Modes NonStop NET/MASTER MS can run in three different operating modes:  basic mode,
extended basic mode, and advanced mode.

Each operating mode requires at least one NCP, GMM process, and security exit
process, each of which usually runs as a process pair.  However, the configuration of
the NCP, GMM processes, and security exit processes does not define the operating
mode.  Additionally, the way NonStop NET/MASTER MS makes use of DSNM is not
significant in determining the operating mode.  Rather, the operating mode is defined
by the combination of application process classes.

There are two ways to start NonStop NET/MASTER MS in each operating mode:
without or with a CONFIG file.

Basic Mode

NonStop NET/MASTER MS runs in basic mode when started with its default startup
configuration.  Section 1, “Introduction to Managing NonStop NET/MASTER MS,”
discusses the default startup configuration.  Section 2, “Starting NonStop
NET/MASTER MS,” discusses starting NonStop NET/MASTER MS using the default
startup configuration.

In a NonStop NET/MASTER MS system running in basic mode, one static or dynamic
NC process is present, but no BK, EM, IS, or MS processes are present.  Basic mode is
discussed in more detail later in this section.
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Extended Basic Mode

In a NonStop NET/MASTER MS system running in extended basic mode, at least one
static or dynamic NC process is present and a combination of other (BK, EM, IS, and
MS) application processes is present.  A typical configuration is one static NC process,
and one dynamic IS and MS process.  Extended basic mode is discussed in more detail
later in this section.

Advanced Mode

In a NonStop NET/MASTER MS system running in advanced mode, no NC processes
are present and at least one static or dynamic occurrence of each other process class
(BK, EM, IS, and MS) is present.  Advanced mode is discussed in more detail later in
this section.

PARAM Commands
Used to Create a

Process Definition

To configure a process started by NonStop NET/MASTER MS, you must include a set
of certain PARAM commands in the CONFIG file.  A set of PARAM commands that
configures a specific process is called a process definition.  This subsection:

Outlines the structure of a process definition in which these PARAM commands
are used

Discusses, in turn, each PARAM command used to define a process attribute

Lists each PARAM command used to define the process type and process name

This subsection describes PARAM commands that apply to both NonStop
NET/MASTER MS processes and DSNM processes.  Specific instructions for
configuring each process type appear later in this section.

Refer to the NonStop NET/MASTER MS Command Reference Manual for more
information on the PARAM command.

The Structure of a Process
Definition

A process definition must always include a program file name, and must conclude
with the operand that specifies the process type and logical name.  Other process
definition requirements vary according to the type of process you are configuring in
the definition.  As shown in Appendix C, “Sample CONFIG File Segments,” the
commands in a definition typically follow this order:

PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=program-file-name
…
PARAM process-attribute operands (optional)
…
PARAM process-type operand=logical-name

Some types of processes require additional operands, as noted in the discussion of
specific processes.  Examples appear throughout this section.  See Section 3,
“Configuring NonStop NET/MASTER MS,” for more information about the CONFIG
file.
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Note PARAM operands that specify process type and logical name reset the values of PARAM operands that
specify process attributes to default values.  Nevertheless, for clarity, Tandem recommends that you
explicitly define each process using all applicable operands.

The PROCESSOBJECT
Operand

Whenever you configure a process in the CONFIG file, you must specify the name of
the program file from which a process is created.  Use the PROCESSOBJECT operand
to specify the name of the program file of the process you want to start.  Specify
PROCESSOBJECT as a valid file name.  Table 11-1, earlier in this section, lists program
file names for NonStop NET/MASTER MS processes.

For example, to specify the name of a GMM process program file, include the
following command in a process definition:

PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA.ZNNM.NGM

This operand is mandatory for all process definitions.  It typically appears first in a
process definition.

The PROCESSCLASS
Operand

Use the PROCESSCLASS operand to explicitly define the class of a static or dynamic
application process (BK, EM, IS, MS, or NC).  All application processes can be created
from the same application process program file, which you can duplicate or rename as
you wish.  Using the PROCESSCLASS operand to specify BK, EM, IS, MS, or NC in an
application process definition creates a process from the program file that performs
the BK, EM, IS, MS, or NC function, respectively.

For example, to create a process that performs only the BK function of the program file
(a BK process), include the following command in the process definition:

PARAM PROCESSCLASS=BK

This operand is optional for all application processes, and does not have a default
value.  If you omit this operand from an application process definition, the NCP uses
the file name specified by the PROCESSOBJECT operand to determine the class of the
application process (see “Configuring and Starting Application Processes by Using
Process Definitions,” later in this section, for more information).

The PROCESSCPU
Operand

Use the PROCESSCPU operand to assign the number of the preferred CPU in which a
process is to execute.  Specify PROCESSCPU as two integers, separated by a comma,
from 0 through 15.  The two integers should be different.  The operand is ignored if
applied to dynamic processes (discussed later).  The operand takes the following form:

PARAM PROCESSCPU=(cpu1,cpu2)

When applied to DSNM processes and single static processes, PROCESSCPU specifies
the first-choice and second-choice CPU assignments for starting a process.  If cpu1 is
available, the NCP starts the process in cpu1.  If cpu1 is unavailable, the NCP
attempts to start the process in cpu2.  If cpu2 is unavailable, the NCP starts the
process in the next available CPU.  A CPU’s relative availability is determined in part
by the weight assigned to it:  its CPU weight (see “Influencing How Dynamic
Processes Are Balanced Among CPUs,” later in this section, for more information).
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The following example directs the NCP to start the configured process in CPU 3, if
possible, or CPU 4, if CPU 3 is unavailable:

PARAM PROCESSCPU=(3,4)

When applied to static processes started as process pairs, cpu1 and cpu2 specify the
preferred locations of the primary process and the backup process, respectively (see
“Running BK, EM, and NC Processes as Process Pairs,” later in this section, for more
information).

GMM and security exit processes usually run as process pairs.  When applied to GMM
processes, cpu1 and cpu2 specify the locations of the primary process and the backup
process, respectively (see “Configuring Global Memory Manager (GMM) Processes,”
later in this section, for more information).  When used to configure a security exit, the
value in cpu2 is ignored (although the value must be supplied for syntax checking);
the backup CPU is assigned by the first argument of the PROCESSPARAM operand in
its definition (see “Configuring Security Exit Processes,” later in this section, for more
information).

Note If the CPU of a process pair’s primary process fails, the backup process assumes the role of the primary
process and continues processing.  The process then attempts to create a new backup in the failed CPU
after it has been reloaded.  The CPU assignments do not revert to their original configuration after a failed
CPU is reloaded.

The
PROCESSDEBUGTERM

Operand

Use the PROCESSDEBUGTERM operand to start a program in debug mode, under the
control of the Inspect debugger, at a specified terminal.  The terminal specified as the
argument of PROCESSDEBUGTERM becomes the home terminal for the process.
Specify PROCESSDEBUGTERM as either a valid name for a terminal or NONE.

For example, to start a program under Inspect and assign it a home terminal of
$T500.#TRM4, include the following command in the process definition:

PARAM PROCESSDEBUGTERM=$T500.#TRM4

This operand is optional for all processes.  The default is NONE.  If you omit
PROCESSDEBUGTERM, the process does not execute in debug mode.

Note The PROCESSDEBUGTERM operand is not normally used in a process definition; therefore, it is not
discussed further in this section.

Use the PROCESSDEBUGTERM operand only when directed by Tandem support staff.
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The PROCESSLIBRARY
Operand

Use the PROCESSLIBRARY operand to select a library file of object code routines that
are to be searched before the system library file for satisfying external references in the
program you are configuring.  Specify PROCESSLIBRARY as a valid file name or
NONE if no file is to be used.

For example, to specify a code library name of $DEVSYS.NNMLIBS.LIB1023, include
the following command in a process definition:

PARAM PROCESSLIBRARY=$DEVSYS.NNMLIBS.LIB1023

To run a program file with a user library, you must have write access to the program
file; the library file name is written into the object-file header of the program at run
time.  The default value is NONE.  Remote library files are not allowed.

Note The PROCESSLIBRARY operand is not normally used in a process definition; therefore, it is not
discussed further in this section.

The PROCESSNAME
Operand

Use the PROCESSNAME operand to assign a name to a process.  Specify
PROCESSNAME as an alphanumeric string of one through five characters.  The first
character is always a dollar sign ($); the first character following the dollar sign ($)
must be alphabetic.

For example, to specify a process name of $ZG01, include the following command in a
process definition:

PARAM PROCESSNAME=$ZG01

If you omit this operand, NonStop NET/MASTER MS assigns a default name
beginning with the process character.  A table of default names appears in Appendix
A, “File Reference.”  This operand is not applicable to application processes.

The PROCESSPARAM
Operand

Use the PROCESSPARAM operand to pass startup parameter messages to the process
that the NCP is starting.  The messages can include a program parameter or a series of
parameters.  This operand is functionally equivalent to the param-set option of the
TACL RUN command.  Enclose the startup string between quotation marks.

For example, to pass the ZNNMCONF section name to a DSNM process, include the
following command in the process definition:

PARAM PROCESSPARAM="DSNM ZNNMCONF, COMPONENT SNAX"

A maximum of 200 characters is allowed.  The message is meaningful only to the
process to which it is passed.  You should not configure any startup parameter
messages for NonStop NET/MASTER MS processes; you may, however, have to
configure startup parameter messages for DSNM processes.  Refer to the Distributed
Systems Management Solutions (DSMS) System Management Guide for any startup
messages that DSNM processes may require.
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The PROCESSPRIORITY
Operand

Use the PROCESSPRIORITY operand to set the execution priority of a process;
processes with higher numbers run first.  Specify PROCESSPRIORITY as an integer
from 1 through 199.

For example, to specify a process priority of 143, include the following command in a
process definition:

PARAM PROCESSPRIORITY=143

This operand is optional for all processes.  If you omit the PROCESSPRIORITY
operand, the default priority is used.  The default priority of all processes (except
security exit and GMM processes) is one less than the priority of the NCP.  The default
priority of GMM processes is five greater than that of the NCP.  For the default startup
configuration, the default priority of the security exit process is 198.

When setting the priority of processes in the CONFIG file, Tandem recommends that
you set the relative priorities so that processes acting as servers (for example, GMM
processes) have a higher priority than processes acting as requestors (for example, BK,
EM, IS, MS, and NC processes).  This is so that the server process is not overloaded
with work, and has enough CPU time to perform the work.

As a general rule, configure NonStop NET/MASTER MS processes with relative
priorities in the following order (from highest to lowest):

1. Security exit processes
2. GMM processes
3. NCP
4. BK processes
5. NC processes
6. EM processes
7. IS and MS processes

As a general rule, configure the following processes between NC processes and EM
processes with relative priorities in the following order (from highest to lowest):

1. Terminal control processes (TCPs)
2. Subsystem Control Point (SCP) processes, Pathway monitor (PATHMON)

processes
3. CIPs, SCP interface (SCPI) processes, Pathway interface (PWI) processes,

SNAX/CDF interface (CDFI) processes
4. Command server (CMDSVR) processes

As a general rule, configure the EMS consumer distributor process between EM
processes and IS and MS processes.  See Section 8, “Managing Event Messages,” for
more information about the priority of the EMS consumer distributor process.

Note These are guidelines only, which may not be appropriate for your installation.  Consult your Tandem
support representative for assistance in configuring process priority at your installation.
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The PROCESSSWAPVOL
Operand

Use the PROCESSSWAPVOL operand to specify the swap volume used by a process.
You must specify a volume on your local system.  This is the volume that contains the
swap file for a process.  The swap file is used for memory swaps of the user data stack
during execution of the process (refer to the TACL Reference Manual for more
information).  This operand is functionally equivalent to the SWAP option of the
TACL RUN command.

For example, to specify $DATA as the swap volume for a process, include the
following command in the process definition:

PARAM PROCESSSWAPVOL=$DATA

This operand is optional for all processes.  If you omit the PROCESSSWAPVOL
operand, the default is used.  The default swap volume is the volume specified by the
PROCESSOBJECT operand.  Otherwise, without a CONFIG file, the name of the
default swap volume for each process is the volume on which NonStop
NET/MASTER MS program files are installed.

The PROCESSWEIGHT
Operand

Use the PROCESSWEIGHT operand of the PARAM command to configure CPU
resource consumption by a dynamic process when the dynamic process is created in
the CPU.  Resource consumption is called the process weight of the dynamic process,
which is measured in conceptual units.  A dynamic process with a higher process
weight consumes more CPU weight than a dynamic process with a lower process
weight.  Specify PROCESSWEIGHT as an integer from 0 through 100.

For example, to specify a process weight of 5 for a dynamic process, include the
following command in the process definition in the CONFIG file:

PARAM PROCESSWEIGHT=5

If you omit the PROCESSWEIGHT operand from a dynamic process definition, the
dynamic process uses the default weight of 1 (minimum CPU weight).  The operand is
ignored when applied to processes other than dynamic processes.

Defining the Process Type
and Process Name

Use one of the following PARAM command operands to define the process type and
process name, and to conclude the process definition:

CIPPROCESS, for a DSNM CIP process

CMDPROCESS, for a DSNM command server process

DSNMPROCESS, for a DSNM process other than a CIP or command server
process

DYNAMICPROCESS, for a dynamic BK, EM, IS, MS, or NC process

GMMPROCESS, for a GMM process

SECEXITPROCESS, for an internally started security exit process

STATICPROCESS, for a static BK, EM, IS, MS, or NC process

These operands are discussed in detail throughout the rest of this section.
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Configuring Global
Memory Manager
(GMM) Processes

NonStop NET/MASTER MS requires one or more GMM processes in all operating
modes; it cannot start without one.  GMM processes serve as a conceptual repository
of information shared by all NonStop NET/MASTER MS processes.  Global
information is distributed across available GMM processes, and can be retrieved from
several GMM processes in parallel.  This includes information about:

System file names and subvolume locations

Global variables, global vartables, global equates, and global function keys

System parameter (SYSPARMS command) values

Links to remote systems

Preloaded NCL procedures and panel description files

System and NCL locks

The following table lists the mandatory (M) and optional (O) PARAM command
operands used for a GMM process definition:

Operand Use Purpose

PROCESSOBJECT M Specifies the program file name.  This operand is normally first in
the process definition.

PROCESSCPU O Specifies primary and backup CPUs.

PROCESSNAME O Specifies the process name.

PROCESSPRIORITY O Specifies process priority.

PROCESSSWAPVOL O Specifies a swap volume.

GMMPROCESS M Specifies the process type and logical name.  Specify a unique
name of 1 through 12 characters.  This operand must be last in the
process definition.

Each GMM process usually has a backup process.  Use the PROCESSCPU operand to
specify the primary and backup processes of a process pair.  If you omit the
PROCESSCPU operand from a GMM process definition, NonStop NET/MASTER MS
attempts to start each defined GMM process in a different CPU until one exists in each
CPU.  If you define more GMM processes than CPUs, multiple GMM processes are
started in the CPUs in a circular fashion.  There is no advantage to having more than
one GMM process in a CPU.

If you omit the PROCESSPRIORITY operand, the default value is used; the default is
the priority of the NCP plus 5.

For example, if you have a four-CPU system and want to start a GMM process in each
CPU, include a set of commands similar to the following:

PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA.ZNNM.NGM
PARAM PROCESSCPU=(0,1)
PARAM GMMPROCESS=GMM_01
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PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA.ZNNM.NGM
PARAM PROCESSCPU=(1,2)
PARAM GMMPROCESS=GMM_02

PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA.ZNNM.NGM
PARAM PROCESSCPU=(2,3)
PARAM GMMPROCESS=GMM_03

PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA.ZNNM.NGM
PARAM PROCESSCPU=(3,0)
PARAM GMMPROCESS=GMM_04

Use the following guidelines to determine how many GMM processes to configure:

Define fewer GMM processes in basic mode (for example, with two CPUs define
one GMM process), more in extended basic mode (for example, with four CPUs
define two GMM processes), and more in advanced mode (for example, with
16 CPUs define four GMM processes).

Define fewer GMM processes if NonStop NET/MASTER MS requires minimal
access to global information, more if moderate access is required, and more if
extensive access is required.

Define fewer GMM processes if you want NonStop NET/MASTER MS to start
quickly (for example, in a testing or development environment), more if the
importance of meeting system performance objectives outweighs startup speed
considerations (for example, in a production environment).  For optimum startup
speed, define one GMM process; for optimum performance, configure one
primary GMM process for each CPU in your system.
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Configuring Security
Exit Processes

NonStop NET/MASTER MS requires one or more security exit processes in all
operating modes; it cannot start without one.  The security exit process determines
whether a user has sufficient command authority to use an external utility and
members of the utility’s command set.  It also determines whether a user can execute
the OPSYS or PROGRUN command to communicate with a utility.

NonStop NET/MASTER MS can use an internally or externally started security exit.

Configuring an Internally
Started Security Exit

Process

Usually, NonStop NET/MASTER MS starts the security exit that it uses.  The
following table lists the mandatory (M) and optional (O) PARAM command operands
used for an internally started security exit process definition:

Operand Use Purpose

PROCESSOBJECT M Specifies the program file name.  This operand is normally first in
the process definition.

PROCESSCPU O Specifies primary and backup CPUs.

PROCESSNAME M Specifies the process name.

PROCESSPARAM M Specifies startup parameters, which specify these values (in order):

Backup CPU
Location of customized external utility definition file
Location of distributed external utility definition file
Location of customized command set definition file
Location of distributed command set definition file
Location of distributed Console Extras file
Location of customized Console Extras file

PROCESSPRIORITY O Specifies process priority.

PROCESSSWAPVOL O Specifies a swap volume.

SECEXITPROCESS M Specifies the process type and logical name.  Specify a unique
name of 1 through 12 characters.  This operand must be last in the
process definition.

Note The security exit uses a unique syntax for specifying the backup CPU.  The second CPU specified as an
argument to the PROCESSCPU operand, normally the backup CPU assignment, is ignored.  The backup
CPU is specified as the first argument of the PROCESSPARAM operand.

An example security exit process definition follows:

PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA.ZNNM.SECEXIT
PARAM PROCESSNAME=$ZNN0
PARAM PROCESSPRIORITY=198
PARAM PROCESSCPU=(9,10)
PARAM PROCESSPARAM="10 $DATA.ZNNMDATA.ZUACUTIL
                       $DATA.ZNNMDATA.UADUTIL
                       $DATA.ZNNMDATA.ZUACAUTH
                       $DATA.ZNNMDATA.UADAUTH
                       $DATA.ZNNMDATA.CEXDCF
                       $DATA.ZNNMDATA.ZCEXCCF"
PARAM SECEXITPROCESS=SECEXIT
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Note In this example, the argument of the PROCESSPARAM operand is split over several lines; in practice, the
command and argument must reside on the same line in the CONFIG file.

You can improve performance by configuring NonStop NET/MASTER MS to run one
copy of the same security exit program in each CPU.  Each NonStop NET/MASTER
MS process accesses multiple security exits in a circular fashion.

Note If a security process fails, NonStop NET/MASTER MS no longer uses that security exit, even when it is
restarted.  (NonStop NET/MASTER MS itself does not restart security exit processes that fail.)  This
prevents someone from deliberately stopping a security exit and replacing it with their own version of it.
Therefore, Tandem strongly recommends that you configure NonStop NET/MASTER MS to start more
than one copy of the security exit program, or that you run one security exit as a process pair.  The
security exit distributed by Tandem runs as a process pair.

Defining an Externally
Started Security Exit

Process

A NonStop NET/MASTER MS system can use a security exit process that was started
by a means other than its own NCP.  This allows NonStop NET/MASTER MS to share
a security exit process with other systems that also use the security exit process.

Use the SECEXIT operand to specify the name of an externally-started security exit
process that you want to use.  Specify SECEXIT as a process name of one through five
characters, including the dollar sign ($) that begins the process name.  For example, to
instruct a NonStop NET/MASTER MS system to use a security exit process named
$ASEC, include the following command in the CONFIG file:

PARAM SECEXIT=$ASEC

If you cannot define all available, externally started security exit process names in one
line, repeat the PARAM SECEXIT command to specify additional names.  Each
process name must be unique.
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Configuring Static and
Dynamic Application

Processes

As indicated in Table 11-1, there are five classes of NonStop NET/MASTER MS
application processes.  Each application process class has either a static or dynamic
presence.  The presence of an application process refers to the permanency of its
existence in the NonStop NET/MASTER MS processing environment.  This subsection
discusses the following topics:

Static presence and static processes

Dynamic presence and dynamic processes

Starting application processes by using file names on disk

Configuring and starting application processes by using process definitions

Searching for static and dynamic processes

Exceeding recommended capacity limitations

Static Presence and Static
Processes

An application process with static presence, a static process, is designed to be always
present in the NonStop NET/MASTER MS processing environment.

A static process is initially started during NonStop NET/MASTER MS startup.  If a
static process fails, the NCP restarts the process using the current configuration of the
failed process.

A static process is designed to remain in the processing environment from NonStop
NET/MASTER MS startup to shutdown.  Fluctuations in workload do not affect the
creation or cessation of static processes by the NCP.

If you want the processing environment to contain a specified minimum number of
application processes, you should configure NonStop NET/MASTER MS to start the
specified application processes as static processes.

Dynamic Presence and
Dynamic Processes

An application process with dynamic presence, a dynamic process, is designed to be
present as required in the NonStop NET/MASTER MS processing environment.

A dynamic process is initially started during NonStop NET/MASTER MS startup.  If a
dynamic process fails, the NCP does not necessarily start another dynamic process to
replace it.

A dynamic process does not necessarily remain in the processing environment from
NonStop NET/MASTER MS startup to shutdown.  Fluctuations in workload affect the
creation and cessation of dynamic processes by the NCP.

If the workload diminishes to a level that no longer requires a dynamic process, the
dynamic process remains available for a predetermined time.  If no additional
workload is dispatched to the dynamic process, the NCP stops the dynamic process.
Conversely, if the workload increases to a level that exceeds the capacity of the present
processing environment, the NCP starts additional dynamic processes using the
current configuration of the running process.  NonStop NET/MASTER MS has no
architectural limits to the number of dynamic processes it can start.
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If you want the processing environment to support both a minimum workload and
unexpected or unusual increases in workload, you should configure NonStop
NET/MASTER MS to start dynamic processes.

Starting Application
Processes by Using File

Names on Disk

You can start static and dynamic BK, EM, IS, MS, and NC application processes by
using file names on disk.  You do so by embedding process creation hints in the names
of the program files used to create the processes.

During NonStop NET/MASTER MS startup, the NCP scans the installation
subvolume for object files (with a file code of 100) that begin with NM.  If found, the
NCP assumes that the files are to be used to start application processes.  The NCP
analyzes the file names, using process creation hints to determine the class of each
application process, the number of processes to start, and the presence of each process.
The NCP starts each process with the default values for execution attributes (such as
process name and process priority) and logical names.

Note The NCP scans the installation subvolume for object files that begin with NM regardless of whether you
are starting NonStop NET/MASTER MS with a CONFIG file.  This allows you to start some application
processes by using file names on disk (using default values), and to configure and start other application
processes by using a CONFIG file.

By default, the name of the application process program file, which is used to create
application processes, is NMNC0001.  When NonStop NET/MASTER MS is started
using its default startup configuration (without a CONFIG file), the NCP uses this file
name to create one dynamic NC process.

If you want the NCP to start one or more static NC processes or more than one
dynamic NC process, rename NMNC0001 by changing the last four characters (0001).
If you want the NCP to start one or more static or dynamic BK, EM, IS, or MS
processes, copy NMNC0001, creating one copy for each process class, and rename each
copied file by changing the last six characters (NC0001).

Note Copying the program file uses considerable disk space.  It is a more efficient use of disk space to use a
CONFIG file for all application process definitions and to create all application process definitions from the
same program file.
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The NCP uses the following naming conventions to determine application process
creation from file names on disk:

NMxxssdd

Note The way that the NCP examines a file name on disk means that the file name can be from six through
eight characters long.  Additionally, the third and fourth characters can be the same as the third- and
fourth-last characters.  For example, the NCP analyzes the file name NM0001 as NM, 00, 00, 01, which
creates one dynamic NC process.

NM

specifies two required characters.  You must specify NM as the first and second
characters:  otherwise, the NCP does not recognize the file as a NonStop
NET/MASTER MS application process program file.

xx

specifies two required characters.  The NCP uses the third and fourth characters to
determine the class of the application process.  The following table shows the
process class created from these characters:

File Name on Disk Process Class Created

NMBKnnnn BK

NMEMnnnn EM

NMISnnnn IS

NMMSnnnn MS

NMNCnnnn NC

NMxxnn (xx are any other characters) NC

ss

must be either a two digit decimal number or CC.

If you specify a number, the NCP uses the number to determine the number of
static processes that it starts.  Specify 00 to prevent any static process creation.

If you specify CC, the NCP creates one static process in each available CPU.

dd

must be either a two digit decimal number or CC.

If you specify a number, the NCP uses the number to determine the number of
dynamic processes that it starts.  Specify 00 to prevent any dynamic process
creation.
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Note The NCP creates copies of a dynamic process as needed to accommodate increased workload demands.
Therefore, you need configure only one dynamic process (NMxxss01).

If you specify CC, the NCP creates one dynamic process in each available CPU.

Application processes started without a CONFIG file are assigned to CPUs in a
circular fashion and execute with a priority one less than that of the NCP.

The following table lists examples of valid file names on disk:

File Name Comment

NMBK0101 Starts one static and one dynamic BK process.  (Analyzed as NM, BK, 01, 01.)

NMEMCCCC Starts one static and one dynamic EM process in each available CPU.  (Analyzed as
NM, EM, CC, CC.)

NMISCC01 Starts one static IS process in each available CPU; starts one dynamic IS process.
(Analyzed as NM, IS, CC, 01.)

NMMS0301 Starts three static MS processes and one dynamic MS process.  (Analyzed as NM,
MS, 03, 01.)

NMNC01CC Starts one static NC process; starts one dynamic NC process in each available CPU.
(Analyzed as NM, NC, 01, CC.)

NMNC0001 Starts one dynamic NC process.  (Analyzed as NM, NC, 00, 01.)

NM0001 Starts one dynamic NC process.  (Analyzed as NM, 00, 00, 01.)

NMA0001 Starts one dynamic NC process.  (Analyzed as NM, A0, 00, 01.)

NMAB0001 Starts one dynamic NC process.  (Analyzed as NM, AB, 00, 01.)

NMCC01 Starts one static NC process in each available CPU; starts one dynamic NC process.
(Analyzed as NM, CC, CC, 01.)

The following table lists examples of invalid file names on disk:

File Name Reason

NM Missing process class, static process, and dynamic process creation hints.
(Analyzed as NM.)

AZNC0101 First and second characters are not NM.  (Analyzed as AZ, NC, 01, 01.)

NMNC0000 No static or dynamic NC processes will start.  (Analyzed as NM, NC, 00, 00.)

NMCC Missing dynamic process creation hints.  (Analyzed as NM, CC, CC.)

NM01AB AB is an invalid dynamic process creation hint.  (Analyzed as NM, 01, 01, AB.)

NMAB01 AB is an invalid static process creation hint.  (Analyzed as NM, AB, AB, 01.)

NMABCD AB is an invalid static process creation hint; CD is an invalid dynamic process
creation hint.  (Analyzed as NM, AB, AB, CD.)
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Configuring and Starting
Application Processes by
Using Process Definitions

You can configure and start static and dynamic BK, EM, IS, MS, and NC processes by
using process definitions in a CONFIG file.  Use process definitions in a CONFIG file if
you want to start BK, EM, IS, MS, or NC processes with other than the default values
for execution attributes or logical names.

The CONFIG file must include enough application process definitions to support at
least one occurrence of the BK, EM, IS, and MS function:  otherwise, NonStop
NET/MASTER MS cannot start.

In basic mode, this requirement is fulfilled by the occurrence of the NC process, which
is created as the default process class.  The NC process combines the functions
performed by the BK, EM, IS, and MS processes.  In extended basic mode, this
requirement is also fulfilled by the occurrence of the NC process, which supplements
the other processes that are present, for example, IS and MS processes.  In advanced
mode, this requirement is fulfilled by the presence of at least one BK, EM, IS, and MS
process.

The same program file can be used to start all application process classes.  You would
usually specify the same program file name, with the PROCESSOBJECT operand, in
all application process definitions.  There is no need to use a separate copy of the
program file for each process definition or process class; this uses up disk space
unnecessarily.

You can include or omit the PROCESSCLASS operand in an application process
definition.  If you include the PROCESSCLASS operand, the NCP uses the value of the
operand, which must be BK, EM, IS, MS, or NC, to determine the class of the
application process.  If you omit the PROCESSCLASS operand, the NCP uses the file
name specified by the PROCESSOBJECT operand to determine the class of the
application process, as follows:

If the file name has four or more characters, the third and fourth characters (if BK,
EM, IS, MS, or NC) determine the process class created from the file name:  a BK,
EM, IS, MS, or NC process, respectively.

If the file name has less than four characters or the third and fourth characters are
not one of BK, EM, IS, MS, or NC, the process class is NC.

The following table summarizes the relationship between the file name specified by
the PROCESSOBJECT operand and the process class created from the file name:

PROCESSOBJECT File Name Process Class Created

xxBK∗ BK

xxEM∗ EM

xxIS∗ IS

xxMS∗ MS

xxNC∗ NC

∗ (∗ are any other characters) NC
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Configuring Static Processes by Using a Process Definition

The following table lists the mandatory (M) and optional (O) PARAM command
operands used for a static process definition:

Operand Use Purpose

PROCESSOBJECT M Specifies the program file name.  This operand is normally first in
the process definition.

PROCESSCLASS O Specifies the application process class.  This operand is optional
for  all application processes.  If omitted, the process class is
determined by the file name specified by the PROCESSOBJECT
operand.

PROCESSCPU O Specifies the preferred CPUs for process creation.

PROCESSPRIORITY O Specifies process priority.

PROCESSSWAPVOL O Specifies a swap volume.

STATICPROCESS M Specifies the process type and logical name.  Specify a unique
name of 1 through 12 characters.  This operand must be last in the
process definition.

In the following examples, the file name determines the class of the static BK, EM, IS,
MS, and NC process:

PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA.ZNNM.NMBK
PARAM PROCESSCPU=(3,4)
PARAM PROCESSPRIORITY=149
PARAM PROCESSSWAPVOL=$DATA1
PARAM STATICPROCESS=BK_S01

PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA.ZNNM.NMEM
PARAM PROCESSCPU=(3,4)
PARAM PROCESSPRIORITY=145
PARAM PROCESSSWAPVOL=$DATA1
PARAM STATICPROCESS=EM_S01

PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA.ZNNM.NMIS
PARAM PROCESSCPU=(3,4)
PARAM PROCESSPRIORITY=143
PARAM PROCESSSWAPVOL=$DATA1
PARAM STATICPROCESS=IS_S01

PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA.ZNNM.NMMS
PARAM PROCESSCPU=(3,4)
PARAM PROCESSPRIORITY=143
PARAM PROCESSSWAPVOL=$DATA1
PARAM STATICPROCESS=MS_S01

PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA.ZNNM.NMNC
PARAM PROCESSCPU=(3,4)
PARAM PROCESSPRIORITY=147
PARAM PROCESSSWAPVOL=$DATA1
PARAM STATICPROCESS=NC_S01
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In the following examples, the PROCESSCLASS operand determines the class of the
static BK, EM, IS, MS, and NC process:

PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA.ZNNM.NMNC
PARAM PROCESSCLASS=BK
PARAM PROCESSCPU=(5,6)
PARAM PROCESSPRIORITY=149
PARAM PROCESSSWAPVOL=$DATA1
PARAM STATICPROCESS=BK_S01

PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA.ZNNM.NMNC
PARAM PROCESSCLASS=EM
PARAM PROCESSCPU=(5,6)
PARAM PROCESSPRIORITY=145
PARAM PROCESSSWAPVOL=$DATA1
PARAM STATICPROCESS=EM_S01

PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA.ZNNM.NMNC
PARAM PROCESSCLASS=IS
PARAM PROCESSCPU=(5,6)
PARAM PROCESSPRIORITY=143
PARAM PROCESSSWAPVOL=$DATA1
PARAM STATICPROCESS=IS_S01

PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA.ZNNM.NMNC
PARAM PROCESSCLASS=MS
PARAM PROCESSCPU=(5,6)
PARAM PROCESSPRIORITY=143
PARAM PROCESSSWAPVOL=$DATA1
PARAM STATICPROCESS=MS_S01

PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA.ZNNM.NMNC
PARAM PROCESSCLASS=NC
PARAM PROCESSCPU=(5,6)
PARAM PROCESSPRIORITY=147
PARAM PROCESSSWAPVOL=$DATA1
PARAM STATICPROCESS=NC_S01
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Configuring Dynamic Processes by Using a Process Definition

The following table lists the mandatory (M) and optional (O) PARAM command
operands used for a dynamic process definition:

Operand Use Purpose

PROCESSOBJECT M Specifies the program file name.  This operand is normally first in
the process definition.

PROCESSCLASS O Specifies the application process class.  This operand is optional
for  all application processes.  If omitted, the process class is
determined by the file name specified by the PROCESSOBJECT
operand.

PROCESSPRIORITY O Specifies process priority.

PROCESSSWAPVOL O Specifies a swap volume.

PROCESSWEIGHT O Specifies process weight.

DYNAMICPROCESS M Specifies the process type and logical name.  Specify a unique
name of 1 through 12 characters.  This operand must be last in the
process definition.

The NCP creates copies of a dynamic process as needed to accommodate increased
workload demands.  Therefore, you need configure only one dynamic process.  You
can, however, configure several dynamic processes in the CONFIG file if you want to
specify the execution attributes and logical name of each dynamic process.  If you do
not specify a logical name, the NCP formulates a name for a new dynamic process.

In the following examples, the file name determines the class of the dynamic BK, EM,
IS, MS, and NC process:

PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA.ZNNM.NMBK
PARAM PROCESSPRIORITY=149
PARAM PROCESSSWAPVOL=$DATA1
PARAM PROCESSWEIGHT=10
PARAM DYNAMICPROCESS=BK_D01

PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA.ZNNM.NMEM
PARAM PROCESSPRIORITY=145
PARAM PROCESSSWAPVOL=$DATA1
PARAM PROCESSWEIGHT=10
PARAM DYNAMICPROCESS=EM_D01

PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA.ZNNM.NMIS
PARAM PROCESSPRIORITY=143
PARAM PROCESSSWAPVOL=$DATA1
PARAM PROCESSWEIGHT=10
PARAM DYNAMICPROCESS=IS_D01

PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA.ZNNM.NMMS
PARAM PROCESSPRIORITY=143
PARAM PROCESSSWAPVOL=$DATA1
PARAM PROCESSWEIGHT=10
PARAM DYNAMICPROCESS=MS_D01
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PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA.ZNNM.NMNC
PARAM PROCESSPRIORITY=147
PARAM PROCESSSWAPVOL=$DATA1
PARAM PROCESSWEIGHT=10
PARAM DYNAMICPROCESS=NC_D01

In the following examples, the PROCESSCLASS operand determines the class of the
dynamic BK, EM, IS, MS, and NC process:

PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA.ZNNM.NMNC
PARAM PROCESSCLASS=BK
PARAM PROCESSPRIORITY=149
PARAM PROCESSSWAPVOL=$DATA1
PARAM PROCESSWEIGHT=10
PARAM DYNAMICPROCESS=BK_S01

PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA.ZNNM.NMNC
PARAM PROCESSCLASS=EM
PARAM PROCESSPRIORITY=145
PARAM PROCESSSWAPVOL=$DATA1
PARAM PROCESSWEIGHT=10
PARAM DYNAMICPROCESS=EM_S01

PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA.ZNNM.NMNC
PARAM PROCESSCLASS=IS
PARAM PROCESSPRIORITY=143
PARAM PROCESSSWAPVOL=$DATA1
PARAM PROCESSWEIGHT=10
PARAM DYNAMICPROCESS=IS_S01

PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA.ZNNM.NMNC
PARAM PROCESSCLASS=MS
PARAM PROCESSPRIORITY=143
PARAM PROCESSSWAPVOL=$DATA1
PARAM PROCESSWEIGHT=10
PARAM DYNAMICPROCESS=MS_S01

PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA.ZNNM.NMNC
PARAM PROCESSCLASS=NC
PARAM PROCESSPRIORITY=147
PARAM PROCESSSWAPVOL=$DATA1
PARAM PROCESSWEIGHT=10
PARAM DYNAMICPROCESS=NC_S01
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Searching for Static and
Dynamic Processes

When the NCP receives a request to handle certain types of work (for example, a user
attempts to log on to NonStop NET/MASTER MS or you attempt to start an INMC
link), the NCP tries to find a process to satisfy the request in the following order:

1. By using an existing static process that has the capacity to handle the request.

If an existing static process has the capacity to handle the request, the search stops:
otherwise, the search for a process continues.

2. By using an existing dynamic process that has the capacity to handle the request.

If an existing dynamic process has the capacity to handle the request, the search
stops:  otherwise, the search for a process continues.

3. By starting a new dynamic process, using the process definition of a dynamic
process that is not currently running.

If a new dynamic process can handle the request, the search stops:  otherwise, the
search for a process continues.

4. By starting a new dynamic process, using the process definition of a dynamic
process that is currently running.

If a new dynamic process can handle the request, the search stops:  otherwise, the
search proceeds to Step 1 and stops.  NonStop NET/MASTER MS then selects an
existing static process to handle the request even though it exceeds the
recommended capacity limitations of the static process.

Exceeding Recommended
Capacity Limitations

If you exceed recommended capacity limitations when using only static processes (for
example, more than 10 interactive user logons or more than one INMC link in a
process), an existing static process handles the excess workload but response time and
throughput in that process may severely degrade.

The EMS message NNM0553—NNM0553 CONFIGURATION ERROR: DYNAMIC
PROCESS NEEDS TO BE CONFIGURED FOR $pxxx—is displayed if you exceed
recommended capacity limitations.  This message indicates that if the process $pxxx
was dynamic, not static, NonStop NET/MASTER MS could satisfactorily handle the
excess workload:  the NCP would create an additional dynamic process that would
handle the excess workload.  To change the process presence of $pxxx, shut down
NonStop NET/MASTER MS, change the configuration of $pxxx, and restart NonStop
NET/MASTER MS.
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Operating Modes NonStop NET/MASTER MS can run in one of three operating modes:  basic, extended
basic, and advanced.  All modes must include the following processes, each of which
normally runs as a process pair:

NCP

GMM processes

Security exit processes

The different modes are distinguished by the use of different application process
classes.  Each operating mode addresses different management operations objectives.
This subsection discusses the following topics:

Basic mode

Changing from basic mode to extended basic mode

Changing back from extended basic mode to basic mode

Extended basic mode

Changing from extended basic mode to advanced mode

Changing back from advanced mode to extended basic mode

Advanced mode

Monitoring performance using Measure

Basic Mode In a NonStop NET/MASTER MS system running in basic mode, one static or dynamic
NC process is present, but no BK, EM, IS, or MS processes are present.  The NC
process combines the functions of the BK, EM, IS, and MS process classes.

Figure 11-1 shows the NonStop NET/MASTER MS programs and processes used in
basic mode.  This figure shows that four program files are required in basic mode:
NCP, NGM, SECEXIT, and NMxxssdd.  The figure shows that the NC process is
created from the NMxxssdd program file.
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Figure 11-1.  Basic Mode Programs and Processes
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In basic mode, even if you have the resources, it is usually not necessary to define
additional GMM and security exit processes to support the workload of the single NC
process.  A single GMM and security exit process is usually sufficient to handle the
workload.

Starting NonStop NET/MASTER MS in Basic Mode

There are two ways to start NonStop NET/MASTER MS in basic mode:  without or
with a CONFIG file.

Basic Mode Without a CONFIG File.  When starting NonStop NET/MASTER MS in basic
mode without a CONFIG file, the NCP uses a file name on disk to determine the class
of application process to start.  You have two options when starting NonStop
NET/MASTER MS in basic mode without a CONFIG file:

Option 1—Start NonStop NET/MASTER MS immediately after the REPSUBSYS
phase of the Install program, without making any changes to the location or names
of NonStop NET/MASTER MS files.  The application process program file name is
NMNC0001.

NonStop NET/MASTER MS starts in basic mode using its default startup
configuration.  The NCP starts a dynamic NC process with the default values for
execution attributes and a logical name.
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Option 2—After the REPSUBSYS phase of the Install program, change the name of
the application process program file from NMNC0001 to NMxx0100, then start
NonStop NET/MASTER MS.  (Any other name, including NMxx0101, is either
invalid or causes more than one NC process to start.  See “Configuring Static and
Dynamic Application Processes,” earlier in this section, for more on the
significance of the xx and process creation hints in the file name.)

NonStop NET/MASTER MS starts in basic mode using its default startup
configuration.  The NCP starts a static NC process with the default values for
execution attributes and a logical name.

See Section 2, “Starting NonStop NET/MASTER MS,” for more information about
starting NonStop NET/MASTER MS in basic mode without a CONFIG file.

Basic Mode With a CONFIG File.  There are three methods you can use to start NonStop
NET/MASTER MS in basic mode with a CONFIG file:

Method 1—Create an application process definition for the NC process in the
CONFIG file that includes the PROCESSCLASS operand, which specifies NC.  The
NCP starts the NC process with the values you specify for execution attributes and
a logical name.

Method 2—Create an application process definition for the NC process in the
CONFIG file that omits the PROCESSCLASS operand, but which uses the
PROCESSOBJECT operand with a file name that creates an NC process.  The NCP
starts the NC process with the values you specify for execution attributes and a
logical name.

Method 3—Omit the application process definition for the NC process from the
CONFIG file and use a file name on disk that starts an NC process.  The NCP
starts the NC process with the default values for execution attributes and a logical
name.

To start NonStop NET/MASTER MS in basic mode with a CONFIG file, follow these
steps:

1. If NonStop NET/MASTER MS is running, stop it.

See Section 2, “Starting NonStop NET/MASTER MS,” for information about the
commands used to stop NonStop NET/MASTER MS.

2. Give the application process program file a suitable name.

The name depends on the method you use to start the NC process:

Method 1—The name is unimportant because the PROCESSCLASS operand
explicitly specifies the process class.

Method 2—See “Configuring and Starting Application Processes by Using
Process Definitions,” earlier in this section, for information on using the
PROCESSOBJECT operand to implicitly specify the process class.
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Method 3—See “Starting Application Processes by Using File Names on Disk,”
earlier in this section, for information on using process creation hints to
implicitly specify the process class.

3. Create a CONFIG file that includes or omits an application process definition for
an NC process, as appropriate.

4. Start NonStop NET/MASTER MS.

The changes take effect after the NonStop NET/MASTER MS startup phase has
finished.  See Section 2, “Starting NonStop NET/MASTER MS,” for startup
instructions.

The Processing Environment Created by the Default Startup Configuration

By default, the NCP also starts the DSNM command and control processes.  Figure
11-2 illustrates the processing environment created by the default startup
configuration.

By default, all DSNM program files reside in the ZDSMS subvolume on the installation
subvolume.  All DSNM processes started by NonStop NET/MASTER MS have an
execution priority of one less than that of the NCP.  For additional information about
the default startup configuration of the DSNM processes, refer to the Distributed
Systems Management Solutions (DSMS) System Management Guide.  To start the DSNM
event monitoring processes, follow the instructions provided in “Using DSNM Event
Monitoring Processes,” later in this section.
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Figure 11-2.  Default Startup Configuration Processing Environment
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When You Should Use Basic Mode

Use the following guidelines to determine when you should use basic mode:

You have a smaller computer installation with no more than 10 interactive user
logons and no more than one INMC link.  You need only minimum resources
(virtual memory, physical memory, process resources, and so on) to satisfactorily
run NonStop NET/MASTER MS.

You want to minimize the resources (virtual memory, physical memory, process
resources, and so on) required to run NonStop NET/MASTER MS.  Perhaps you
have a larger computer with scarce resources.

You want to start and run NonStop NET/MASTER MS to examine it.  You may
not be particularly interested in operating modes or configuring NonStop
NET/MASTER MS, or you may want to see how NonStop NET/MASTER MS
performs in basic mode.  For example, use basic mode if you are considering
whether to buy NonStop NET/MASTER MS and you want to see for yourself how
quick and easy it is to get up and running in this operating mode.

You want to be able to start NonStop NET/MASTER MS quickly after an
installation or upgrade.  Minimizing NonStop NET/MASTER MS startup time is
important, and you do not require a CONFIG file when you start NonStop
NET/MASTER MS.

You want to run NonStop NET/MASTER MS using its default startup
configuration.  You expect NonStop NET/MASTER MS to perform satisfactorily
on your computer using its default startup configuration, and you do not require a
CONFIG file when you start NonStop NET/MASTER MS.

You want to make NonStop NET/MASTER MS available to users quickly.  For
example, you have received an installation or upgrade and you want users to use
the new release of NonStop NET/MASTER MS, perhaps while you determine its
optimal configuration at your installation.  You may plan to make a fully
configured NonStop NET/MASTER MS available later.

NonStop NET/MASTER MS has a constant minimum workload.  The NCP does
not periodically create additional NC processes to supplement the workload
performed by the existing NC process.  See “Supporting Multiple INMC Links”
and “Managing Interactive User Logon Processing,” later in this section, for more
information.

You do not want to enhance the persistency of the functions performed by the NC
process.  If the NC process fails, you can cope if the functions normally performed
by the failed NC process are temporarily not performed.  See “Configuring
Application Process Persistency,” later in this section, for more information.
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Changing From Basic Mode
to Extended Basic Mode

You should consider changing from basic mode to extended basic mode if one or more
conditions described in “When You Should Use Basic Mode,” no longer apply.  In
particular, if your workload increases or you gain additional resources, performance
and application process persistency is likely to improve in extended basic mode.

An indication of the time at which you should consider changing from basic mode to
extended basic mode is this:  you are using one dynamic (not static) NC process and
the NCP creates an additional NC process to support unexpected workload.  You
should consider changing at this time for the following reasons:

It is more efficient and less time-consuming for the NCP to reallocate work to an
existing process (for example, an existing MS process, which handles 10 interactive
user logons) rather than create an additional NC process each time the workload
exceeds the capacity of the single dynamic NC process.  Therefore, when you first
notice that an additional NC process is created in basic mode, you should begin to
monitor NonStop NET/MASTER MS to determine the frequency of NC process
creation.  If infrequent, you may not consider it necessary to change to extended
basic mode:  otherwise, you should seriously consider changing to extended basic
mode.

A minimum extended basic mode configuration (one NC process and at least one
other application process:  for example, an MS process) uses less memory than two
NC processes.  Therefore, memory usage is likely to be more efficient if you use
extended basic mode to support the additional workload.

The workload is not balanced among the two NC processes.  Most of the workload
(for example, 10 interactive user logons) is handled by the first NC process; less
workload (for example, one interactive user logon) is handled by the additional
NC process.  Therefore, response time and throughput in the first NC process is
likely to be slower relative to the additional NC process.  (It is not possible to
predict whether the workload is likely to become more balanced over time.)

You may not need all functions available in the additional NC process, and the
resources required by the NCP to register the availability of the functions may be
wasted.  For example, if the additional NC process is created to support an
additional user, only the MS function of the newly created NC process is used, but
not the BK, EM or IS functions.  Therefore, the resources required to register the
BK, EM, and IS functions are wasted.

You want the NonStop NET/MASTER MS to expand in a controlled and efficient
manner.  You want to support increases in workload by using the process best
suited to handle the workload.  For example, rather than using an additional NC
process to handle just the MS function, you want to use MS processes instead.

Before changing from basic mode to extended basic mode, carefully monitor NonStop
NET/MASTER MS to determine why the additional NC process is created.  For
example, if more than 10 users are logging on, configure an MS process in addition to
the existing NC process.  If a second INMC link is being started, configure an IS
process in addition to the existing NC process.
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Note The EMS message NNM0553, described earlier in this section, is displayed if you exceed recommended
capacity limitations (more than 10 interactive user logons or more than one INMC link in the NC process).

Changing Back From
Extended Basic Mode to

Basic Mode

You should consider changing back from extended basic mode to basic mode if one or
more conditions described in “When You Should Use Basic Mode,” above, apply
again.  In particular, if your workload decreases or you lose resources, basic mode may
be more appropriate for your workload.

Note If you intend to run NonStop NET/MASTER MS in basic mode without a CONFIG file, you must name the
application process program file either NMNC0100 or NMNC0001.

Extended Basic Mode In a NonStop NET/MASTER MS system running in extended basic mode, at least one
static or dynamic NC process is present and a combination of other application
processes is present.

A typical configuration is one static NC process, one dynamic IS process, and one
dynamic MS process.

In this configuration, the NC process supports the EM function.  Virtual users and
their workload are supported by the BK function of the NC process.  The NC and IS
processes each support one INMC link.  Interactive user logons (20 maximum) are
allocated to the NC and MS processes in a circular fashion.  Each additional INMC link
is supported by an additional dynamic IS process.  Each additional group of 10
interactive user logons is supported by an additional dynamic MS process.

Using this configuration, an appropriate process class is used to handle increased
workload, and process creation is highly visible, allowing you to easily determine the
reasons for increased workload.

Figure 11-3 shows the NonStop NET/MASTER MS programs and processes used in a
typical extended basic mode configuration.  This figure shows that four program files
are required in extended basic mode:  NCP, NGM, SECEXIT, and NMxxssdd.  The
figure shows that the IS, MS, and NC processes are created from the same program file
(NMxxssdd).
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Figure 11-3.  Typical Extended Basic Mode Programs and Processes
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In extended basic mode, you may also consider defining multiple GMM and security
exit processes, spread across multiple CPUs, to support the additional workload.

Starting NonStop NET/MASTER MS in Extended Basic Mode

There are two ways to start NonStop NET/MASTER MS in extended basic mode:
without or with a CONFIG file.

Extended Basic Mode Without a CONFIG File.  When starting NonStop NET/MASTER MS
in extended basic mode without a CONFIG file, the NCP uses file names on disk to
determine the classes of application processes to start.  To start NonStop
NET/MASTER MS in extended basic mode without a CONFIG file, follow these steps:

1. If NonStop NET/MASTER MS is running, stop it.

See Section 2, “Starting NonStop NET/MASTER MS,” for information about the
commands used to stop NonStop NET/MASTER MS.

2. Copy the application process program file, NMNC0001, creating one copy for each
additional process class (BK, EM, IS, or MS), and rename each copied file by
changing the last six characters (NC0001).

See “Starting Application Processes by Using File Names on Disk,” earlier in this
section, for information on using process creation hints to implicitly specify the
process class.
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3. Start NonStop NET/MASTER MS.

The changes take effect after the NonStop NET/MASTER MS startup phase has
finished.  For startup instructions, see Section 2, “Starting NonStop NET/MASTER
MS.”

Extended Basic Mode With a CONFIG File.  There are three methods you can use to start
NonStop NET/MASTER MS in extended basic mode with a CONFIG file:

Method 1—Create an application process definition for each application process in
the CONFIG file that includes the PROCESSCLASS operand (at least one
application process definition must specify NC).  The NCP starts each application
process with the values you specify for execution attributes and logical names.

Method 2—Create an application process definition for each application process in
the CONFIG file that omits the PROCESSCLASS operand, but which uses the
PROCESSOBJECT operand with a file name that creates an application process (at
least one file name must create an NC process).  The NCP starts each application
process with the values you specify for execution attributes and logical names.

Method 3—Omit the application process definitions for each application process
from the CONFIG file and use file names on disk (at least one file name must start
an NC process).  The NCP starts each application process with the default values
for execution attributes and logical names.

Note If you wish, you can use a mixture of these methods.

To start NonStop NET/MASTER MS in extended basic mode with a CONFIG file,
follow these steps:

1. If NonStop NET/MASTER MS is running, stop it.

See Section 2, “Starting NonStop NET/MASTER MS,” for information about the
commands used to stop NonStop NET/MASTER MS.

2. Give the application process program file(s) a suitable name.

The name(s) depends on the method you use to start each application process:

Method 1—The name is unimportant because the PROCESSCLASS operand
explicitly specifies the process class.

Method 2—See “Configuring and Starting Application Processes by Using
Process Definitions,” earlier in this section, for information on using the
PROCESSOBJECT operand to implicitly specify the process class.

Method 3—See “Starting Application Processes by Using File Names on Disk,”
earlier in this section, for information on using process creation hints to
implicitly specify the process class.
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3. Create a CONFIG file that includes or omits an application process definition for
each application process, as appropriate.

4. Start NonStop NET/MASTER MS.

The changes take effect after the NonStop NET/MASTER MS startup phase has
finished.  See Section 2, “Starting NonStop NET/MASTER MS,” for startup
instructions.

Configuration Alternatives in Extended Basic Mode

The definition of extended basic mode is broad.  Therefore, there are many
configuration alternatives.  These include:

Two static NC processes

In this configuration, one static NC process supports the EM function.  Virtual
users and their workloads are spread among the NC processes.  Interactive user
logons (20 maximum) are allocated to the NC processes in a circular fashion.  Each
NC process supports one INMC link.  Additional interactive user logons and
INMC links are supported by the existing NC processes.  This additional workload
is likely to cause performance degradation.

One static and one dynamic NC process

In this configuration, the static NC process supports the EM function.  Virtual
users and their workloads are spread among the NC processes.  Interactive user
logons (20 maximum) are allocated to the NC processes in a circular fashion.  Each
NC process supports one INMC link.  Additional interactive user logons and
INMC links are supported by additional dynamic NC processes.

One static NC, IS, and MS process, and one dynamic IS and MS process.

In this configuration, the NC process supports the EM function.  Virtual users and
their workload are supported by the NC process.  The NC, static IS, and dynamic
IS processes each support one INMC link.  Interactive user logons (30 maximum)
are allocated to the NC, static MS, and dynamic MS processes in a circular fashion.
Each additional INMC link is supported by an additional dynamic IS process.
Each additional group of 10 interactive user logons is supported by an additional
dynamic MS process.

One static NC, EM, BK, IS, and MS process, and one dynamic BK, IS, and MS
process.

In this configuration, either the EM or NC process supports the EM function (it is
not possible to predict which process will be assigned the EM function at NonStop
NET/MASTER MS startup).  Virtual users and their workload are spread among
the BK and NC processes.  The NC, static IS, and dynamic IS processes each
support one INMC link.  Interactive user logons (30 maximum) are allocated to the
NC, static MS, and dynamic MS processes in a circular fashion.  Each additional
INMC link is supported by an additional dynamic IS process.  Each additional
group of 10 interactive user logons is supported by an additional dynamic MS
process.
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When You Should Use Extended Basic Mode

Use the following guidelines to determine when you should use extended basic mode:

You have a medium-size computer installation with more than 10 interactive user
logons or more than one INMC link.  You need more than minimum resources
(virtual memory, physical memory, process resources, and so on) to satisfactorily
run NonStop NET/MASTER MS.

You have the resources (virtual memory, physical memory, and process resources,
and so on) to run NonStop NET/MASTER MS in extended basic mode.  Extended
basic mode requires more virtual memory, physical memory, process resources,
and so on than basic mode and (usually) less than advanced mode.

You do not need to be able to start NonStop NET/MASTER MS quickly after an
installation or upgrade.  Minimizing NonStop NET/MASTER MS startup time is
less important than configuring NonStop NET/MASTER MS, and you want to
configure NonStop NET/MASTER MS in extended basic mode.

You do not want to run NonStop NET/MASTER MS using its default startup
configuration.  You want to use a CONFIG file when you start NonStop
NET/MASTER MS, and you want to configure NonStop NET/MASTER MS in
extended basic mode.

You do not need to make NonStop NET/MASTER MS available to users quickly.
For example, determining the optimal configuration of NonStop NET/MASTER
MS is more important to making NonStop NET/MASTER MS available to users,
and the optimal configuration is extended basic mode.

NonStop NET/MASTER MS has a moderate and variable workload.  You need to
use additional application processes from time to time to supplement the
workload performed by the NC process.  To better balance the workload, you may
also want to spread processes across multiple CPUs.  See “Supporting Multiple
INMC Links” and “Managing Interactive User Logon Processing,” later in this
section, for more information.

You want to enhance the persistency of the functions performed by the NC
process.  You want to create additional application processes, perhaps spreading
the processes across multiple CPUs, to enhance persistency in case of process
failure.  See “Configuring Static and Dynamic Application Processes,” earlier in
this section, for more information.

You notice that the NCP creates an additional NC process to support unexpected
workload, as discussed earlier in this section in “Changing From Basic Mode to
Extended Basic Mode.”

Changing From Extended
Basic Mode to Advanced

Mode

You should consider changing from extended basic mode to advanced mode if one or
more conditions described in “When You Should Use Extended Basic Mode,” no
longer apply.  In particular, if your workload increases or you gain additional
resources, performance and application process persistency is likely to improve in
advanced mode.
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An indication of the time at which you should consider changing from extended basic
mode to advanced mode is this:  you are experiencing less-than-satisfactory
performance in the processing of EMS events and you want to improve the
performance of the EM function.  To understand why you should use this indication,
consider the following line of reasoning.

The most significant result of changing from extended basic mode to advanced mode
is that no NC processes are configured in advanced mode.  Therefore, determining
when to change from extended basic mode to advanced mode means determining
when it is better to run NonStop NET/MASTER MS without an NC process:  with
only BK, EM, IS, and MS processes.

In basic mode, the NC process handles all work.  In extended basic mode, one result of
configuring BK, IS, or MS processes, in addition to the NC process, is that workload is
spread among processes, as follows:

With an NC process and one or more BK processes, virtual users and their
workload are spread among the NC and BK processes.

With an NC process and one or more IS processes, the NC process and each IS
process is assigned one link.

With an NC process and one or more MS processes, interactive user logons are
spread among the NC and MS processes.

However, with an NC process and one or more EM processes, either the NC process or
an EM process can support the EM function, but only one process handles the EM
function.  Unlike other application process functions, the EM function is not spread
among EM-supporting processes, regardless of the number of EM-supporting
processes available.

Therefore, if the NCP assigns the EM function to the NC process at NonStop
NET/MASTER MS startup, the NC process handles the entire EM function while
NonStop NET/MASTER MS is running, and any EM processes remain idle.
Conversely, if the NCP assigns the EM function to an EM process at NonStop
NET/MASTER MS startup, the EM process handles the entire EM function, and the
EM function of the NC process is idle.  Process resources are wasted in both cases.

Additionally, if the NC process handles the EM function, the EM function competes
with the BK, IS, and MS functions, which are also handled by the NC process.
However, if an EM process handles the EM function, competition for resources in the
same process is eliminated.  Therefore, the EM function may be more efficient if
handled by an EM process rather than an NC process.

In extended basic mode, you can force the NCP to assign the EM function to an EM
process rather than an NC process if you configure one dynamic NC process and one
static EM process.  The NCP assigns the EM function to the static EM process rather
than the dynamic NC process at NonStop NET/MASTER MS startup because the
static EM-supporting process is preferred over the dynamic EM-supporting process.
This configuration is likely to improve the efficiency of the EM function, but process
resources remain wasted because the EM function of the NC process remains idle.
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Therefore, to improve both the efficiency of the EM function and eliminate process
resource waste, advanced mode is preferred over extended basic mode.  In advanced
mode, the NC process is not used, and the EM function is handled exclusively by an
EM process.  In advanced mode, you may be able to significantly improve the
processing of EMS events if you configure the EM process with a high priority in a
relatively unused CPU, and if you spread the BK, IS, and MS processes across other
CPUs.

Changing Back From
Advanced Mode to

Extended Basic Mode

You should consider changing back from advanced mode to extended basic mode if
one or more conditions described in “When You Should Use Extended Basic Mode,”
above, apply again.  In particular, if your workload decreases or you lose resources,
extended basic mode may be more appropriate for your workload.

Note If you intend to run NonStop NET/MASTER MS in extended basic mode, you must configure at least one
NC process.

Advanced Mode In a NonStop NET/MASTER MS system running in advanced mode, no NC processes
are present and at least one static or dynamic occurrence of each other process class
(BK, EM, IS, and MS) is present.  Advanced mode divides application process
functions into BK, EM, IS, and MS processes, which collectively replace the NC
process.

Figure 11-4 shows the NonStop NET/MASTER MS programs and processes used in
advanced mode.  This figure shows that four program files are required in advanced
mode:  NCP, NGM, SECEXIT, and NMxxssdd.  The figure shows that the BK, EM, IS,
and MS processes are created from the same program file (NMxxssdd).
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Figure 11-4.  Advanced Mode Programs and Processes
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In advanced mode, you would probably define multiple GMM and security exit
processes, spread across multiple CPUs, to support the high workload.

Starting NonStop NET/MASTER MS in Advanced Mode

There are two ways to start NonStop NET/MASTER MS in advanced mode:  without
or with a CONFIG file.

Advanced Mode Without a CONFIG File.  When starting NonStop NET/MASTER MS in
advanced mode without a CONFIG file, the NCP uses file names on disk to determine
the classes of application processes to start.  To start NonStop NET/MASTER MS in
advanced mode without a CONFIG file, follow these steps:

1. If NonStop NET/MASTER MS is running, stop it.

See Section 2, “Starting NonStop NET/MASTER MS,” for information about the
commands used to stop NonStop NET/MASTER MS.

2. Copy the application process program file, NMNC0001, creating one copy for each
BK, EM, IS, and MS process class; rename each copied file by changing the last six
characters (NC0001) to BKnnnn, EMnnnn, ISnnnn, and MSnnnn, respectively; and
delete NMNC0001.

See “Starting Application Processes by Using File Names on Disk,” earlier in this
section, for information on using process creation hints to implicitly specify the
process class.
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3. Start NonStop NET/MASTER MS.

The changes take effect after the NonStop NET/MASTER MS startup phase has
finished.  For startup instructions, see Section 2, “Starting NonStop NET/MASTER
MS.”

Advanced Mode With a CONFIG File.  There are three methods you can use to start
NonStop NET/MASTER MS in advanced mode with a CONFIG file:

Method 1—Create an application process definition for each application process in
the CONFIG file that includes the PROCESSCLASS operand (you must specify
only BK, EM, IS, and MS processes).  The NCP starts each application process with
the values you specify for execution attributes and logical names.

Method 2—Create an application process definition for each application process in
the CONFIG file that omits the PROCESSCLASS operand, but which uses the
PROCESSOBJECT operand with a file name that creates an application process
(the file names must create only BK, EM, IS, and MS processes).  The NCP starts
each application process with the values you specify for execution attributes and
logical names.

Method 3—Omit the application process definitions for each application process
from the CONFIG file and use file names on disk (the file names must start only
BK, EM, IS, and MS processes).  The NCP starts each application process with the
default values for execution attributes and logical names.

Note If you wish, you can use a mixture of these methods.

To start NonStop NET/MASTER MS in advanced mode with a CONFIG file, follow
these steps:

1. If NonStop NET/MASTER MS is running, stop it.

See Section 2, “Starting NonStop NET/MASTER MS,” for information about the
commands used to stop NonStop NET/MASTER MS.

2. Give the application process program file(s) a suitable name.

The name(s) depends on the method you use to start each application process:

Method 1—The name is unimportant because the PROCESSCLASS operand
explicitly specifies the process class.

Method 2—See “Configuring and Starting Application Processes by Using
Process Definitions,” earlier in this section, for information on using the
PROCESSOBJECT operand to implicitly specify the process class.

Method 3—See “Starting Application Processes by Using File Names on Disk,”
earlier in this section, for information on using process creation hints to
implicitly specify the process class.
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3. Create a CONFIG file that includes or omits an application process definition for
each application process, as appropriate.

4. Start NonStop NET/MASTER MS.

The changes take effect after the NonStop NET/MASTER MS startup phase has
finished.  See Section 2, “Starting NonStop NET/MASTER MS,” for startup
instructions.

When You Should Use Advanced Mode

Use the following guidelines to determine when you should use advanced mode:

You have a larger computer installation, such as an installation used in an
operations control center with many interactive user logons and many INMC
links.  You need substantial resources (virtual memory, physical memory, process
resources, and so on) to satisfactorily run NonStop NET/MASTER MS.

You have the resources (virtual memory, physical memory, and process resources)
to run NonStop NET/MASTER MS in advanced mode.  Advanced mode requires
more virtual memory, physical memory, process resources, and so on than basic
mode and (usually) more than extended basic mode.

You do not need to be able to start NonStop NET/MASTER MS quickly after an
installation or upgrade.  Minimizing NonStop NET/MASTER MS startup time is
less important than configuring NonStop NET/MASTER MS, and you want to
configure NonStop NET/MASTER MS in advanced mode.

You do not want to run NonStop NET/MASTER MS using its default startup
configuration.  You want to use a CONFIG file when you start NonStop
NET/MASTER MS, and you want to configure NonStop NET/MASTER MS in
advanced mode.

You do not need to make NonStop NET/MASTER MS available to users quickly.
For example, determining the optimal configuration of NonStop NET/MASTER
MS is more important to making NonStop NET/MASTER MS available to users,
and the optimal configuration is advanced mode.

Your system has a high workload.  You need many processes to support the
workload.  To better balance the workload, you want to spread the processes
across multiple CPUs.  See “Supporting Multiple INMC Links” and “Managing
Interactive User Logon Processing,” later in this section, for more information.

You want to enhance the persistency of the functions performed by each process
class.  You want to create additional application processes, spreading the
processes across multiple CPUs, to enhance persistency in case of process failure.
See “Configuring Application Process Persistency,” later in this section, for more
information.

You want to improve the efficiency of the EM function and eliminate process
resource wastage, as discussed earlier in this section in “Changing From Extended
Basic Mode to Advanced Mode.”
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Monitoring Performance
Using Measure

You may find it useful to use Measure when you are evaluating whether to change
from one operating mode to another.  Refer to the Measure User's Guide and the
Measure Reference Manual for information on using Measure.

Supporting Multiple
INMC Links

INMC links are supported by processes that support the IS function.  Both NC and IS
processes support the IS function.  Each process class is designed to comfortably
support one INMC link.  To support more than one INMC link, NonStop
NET/MASTER MS should either contain, or be configured to dynamically create,
additional NC or IS processes.

Note The EMS message NNM0553, described earlier in this section, is displayed if you exceed recommended
capacity limitations (more than one INMC link in the NC or IS process).

The IS-supporting process used depends on the operating mode:

In basic mode, the single NC process supports the IS function.  If the NC process is
dynamic, each additional INMC link is supported by an additional NC process.  If
the NC process is static, additional INMC links are supported by the existing NC
process.

In extended basic mode, both NC and IS processes support the IS function.  Each
additional INMC link is normally supported by an additional IS process, not an
NC process.

In advanced mode, the IS process supports the IS function.  Each additional INMC
link is normally supported by an additional IS process.

See “Configuring Static and Dynamic Application Processes,” earlier in this section,
for information about configuring NC and IS processes.

As INMC links are started with the LINK START command, each link becomes
associated with an available static IS-supporting process (either NC or IS).  After the
static process is associated with a link, the static process is no longer preferred to
support other links.  After all static IS-supporting processes have become associated
with a link, the NCP starts an IS-supporting process to accommodate additional links,
provided that your configuration enables dynamic creation of IS-supporting processes.
The following example illustrates the sequence of events.

Suppose NonStop NET/MASTER MS is operating in advanced mode.  Suppose
further that the configuration provides three static IS processes named $ZIS1, $ZIS2,
and $ZIS3.  The configuration also enables dynamic creation of IS processes.  This
sequence of events occurs when you issue five LINK START commands.

1. The first LINK START command starts an INMC link that becomes associated
with $ZIS1.

2. The second LINK START command starts an INMC link that becomes associated
with $ZIS2.
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3. The third LINK START command starts an INMC link that becomes associated
with $ZIS3.

After the third LINK START command finishes execution, no static IS processes
are available.

4. The fourth LINK START command stimulates the NCP, which creates a dynamic
IS process and assigns the name $Z412, for example, to the process.  The INMC
link started by the fourth LINK START command becomes associated with $Z412.

5. The fifth LINK START command stimulates the NCP, which creates a dynamic IS
program process and assigns the name $Z562, for example, to the process.  The
INMC link started by the fifth LINK START command becomes associated with
$Z562.

You can reduce the amount of time required to start an INMC link by starting the IS-
supporting process as a static process.  NonStop NET/MASTER MS starts all static
processes during the startup phase.  If the IS-supporting process is created during the
startup phase, it is available when the LINK START command is issued.  If the IS-
supporting process does not exist, but can be started dynamically, the LINK START
command results in the creation of an IS-supporting process.  The LINK START
command does not finish execution until after the IS-supporting process is started.

Managing Interactive
User Logon
Processing

Interactive user logons are supported by processes that support the MS function.  Both
NC and MS processes support the MS function.  Each process class is designed to
comfortably support a maximum of 10 interactive user logons.  To support more than
10 interactive user logons, NonStop NET/MASTER MS should either contain, or be
configured to dynamically create, additional NC or MS processes.

Note The EMS message NNM0553, described earlier in this section, is displayed if you exceed recommended
capacity limitations (more than 10 interactive user logons in the NC or MS process).

Typically, the system is also configured to spread interactive user logons across
multiple CPUs.

The MS-supporting process used depends on the operating mode:

In basic mode, the single NC process supports the MS function.  If the NC process
is dynamic, each additional group of 10 interactive user logons is supported by an
additional NC process.  If the NC process is static, each additional interactive user
logon is supported by the existing NC process.

In extended basic mode, both NC and MS processes support the MS function.
Each additional group of 10 interactive user logons is supported by an additional
MS process, not an NC process.

In advanced mode, the MS process supports the MS function.  Each additional
group of 10 interactive user logons is supported by an additional MS process.

See “Configuring Static and Dynamic Application Processes,” earlier in this section,
for information about configuring additional NC and MS processes.
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As users log on to NonStop NET/MASTER MS, each logon becomes associated with
an available interactive user-supporting process (either NC or MS).  Users are assigned
to processes in a circular fashion.  (The SHOW PROCESS and SHOW USERS
commands enable users to determine the name of the process that is responsible for
processing the user’s workload.)

After all MS-supporting processes have 10 users associated with them, the NCP
dynamically starts an MS-supporting process to accommodate additional users,
provided that your configuration enables dynamic creation of MS-supporting
processes.

The following example illustrates the distribution of interactive user logons across
multiple CPUs.  At a central operations site, approximately 20 operators are logged on
at any given time.  Additional users log on and off intermittently, creating minor local
upsurges and downsurges in the workload.  Suppose that you have the objective of
spreading the logons across each of the four CPUs available to NonStop
NET/MASTER MS:

In extended basic mode, configure three static MS processes to supplement the
workload processed by the NC process.  Configure each process to start in a
different CPU.

In advanced mode, configure four static MS processes.  Configure each process to
start in a different CPU.

The workload is spread across four processes, each in a different CPU.  Each operator
logon is handled by a process in a circular fashion.

In extended basic mode, the NC process would support five interactive user
logons, and each of the three MS processes would support five interactive user
logons.

In advanced mode, each of the four MS processes would support five interactive
user logons.

You achieve optimum performance by defining one static MS process for each CPU
available to the NonStop NET/MASTER MS system.  Alternatively, you can simply
estimate the number of concurrent interactive user logons and configure enough static
processes to support the estimated number efficiently.

Configuring
Application Process

Persistency

A persistent process is one that cannot restart itself after failure:  that is, it relies on
another process to restart it.  NonStop NET/MASTER MS application processes are
started as persistent processes.  If a persistent process fails, the NCP starts a new copy
of the process.

It is important to understand two aspects of configuring application process
persistency.  First, you cannot make an individual occurrence of a persistent
application process more or less persistent.  However, you can configure NonStop
NET/MASTER MS with a combination of persistent application processes, so that the
functions collectively performed by NonStop NET/MASTER MS are likely to continue
despite process failure.
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Second, if a persistent application process fails, there is an unavoidable time between
process failure and restart.  There is a period of time in which the functions normally
performed by the failed process are not performed.  By configuring application
process persistency, your aim is to reduce the time between process failure and restart
as much as possible.

Note BK, EM, and NC processes can also run as process pairs.  See “Running BK, EM, and NC Processes as
Process Pairs,” later in this section, for more information.

Results of Application
Process Failure

If a BK process fails, the BSYS, BMON, BLOG, and LOGP virtual users and their
background processing environments supported by the BK process are unavailable.
The virtual users stop performing their functions until the NCP restarts the BK
process.

If an EM process fails, the EMSP virtual user and its background processing
environment are unavailable.  NonStop NET/MASTER MS stops receiving EMS
messages from the EMS distributor.  When the NCP restarts the EM process, EMS
message flow is reestablished.  No messages are lost but messages are resent from
slightly before the last message processed before the failure.  There is time between
losing and reestablishing contact between NonStop NET/MASTER MS and the EMS
distributor.

If an IS process fails while controlling an INMC link to a remote system, the INMC
link is disconnected, ISR message flow is disabled, and users logged on to the remote
system (using ROC) are logged off.  When the NCP restarts the IS process, the INMC
link is reestablished, ISR message flow is enabled, and users are logged on to the
remote system again automatically.  There is time between losing and reestablishing
services between the local and remote systems.

If an MS process fails while a user is logged on, NonStop NET/MASTER MS
automatically logs the user off, restarts the MS process, and displays the logon screen
on the user’s terminal screen.  There is time between logging the user off and
displaying the logon screen for the user to log on again.

Finally, if an NC process fails, all NonStop NET/MASTER MS functions supported by
the NC process are temporarily unavailable while the NC process is restarted.  The
effect of NC process failure depends on the operating mode in which the NC process is
running, as described next in “Operating Modes and Persistency.”

Operating Modes and
Persistency

The operating mode you choose to run NonStop NET/MASTER MS affects application
process persistency.

Basic Mode

The effect of process failure is most severe in basic mode, in which one static or
dynamic NC process performs all application process functions.  Although the NC
process uses fewer resources than those required for either extended basic or
advanced mode, process recovery is relatively slow.  Additionally, all application
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process functions are temporarily unavailable after process failure while the NC
process is restarted.

Therefore, if the availability of select NonStop NET/MASTER MS functions is more
important than reducing the resources required by NonStop NET/MASTER MS, you
should configure NonStop NET/MASTER MS in either extended basic or advanced
mode.  If you choose to use either extended basic or advanced mode, and to use more
resources, NonStop NET/MASTER MS spreads the workload among all existing
application processes.

Extended Basic Mode

In extended basic mode, in which at least one static or dynamic NC process is present,
you have two options to enhance process persistency.  Of these two options, the
simplest option (option 1) is to use two static NC processes.

Consider the two options in more detail:

Option 1—Configure another NC process in addition to the existing NC process.
If one NC process fails, the other NC process continues processing.  (NonStop
NET/MASTER MS processes used in this configuration are NCP, NGM, SECEXIT,
NC, and NC.)

If one NC process fails, recovery takes place in the other NC process without the
delay encountered by waiting for a new NC process to start.

Option 2—Configure one or more BK, EM, IS, or MS processes in addition to the
existing NC process.  The application processes you configure depend on the
functions you consider important.

If availability of the BSYS, BMON, BLOG, and LOGP virtual users and their
background processing environments is important, configure one or more BK
processes.  NonStop NET/MASTER MS spreads the virtual users and their
workload among the NC and MS processes.  If either the NC or BK process fails,
one or more of these virtual users remain available.  (A typical configuration is
NCP, NGM, SECEXIT, NC, and BK.)

Note It is not possible to predict how the NCP will spread the virtual users and their workload among the NC
and MS processes.  Therefore, it is not possible to predict which virtual users will remain available after
NC or BK process failure.

If availability of EMS messages is important, configure an additional EM process.
NonStop NET/MASTER MS uses only one EM process, regardless of the number
of EM processes you have configured.  However, if one EM process fails, recovery
takes place in the other EM process without the delay encountered by waiting for
a new EM process to start.  (A typical configuration is NCP, NGM, SECEXIT, NC,
and EM.)

If access to remote systems is important, configure one or more IS processes.
“Supporting Multiple INMC Links,” earlier in this section, discusses how links are
assigned to NC and IS processes.  If either the NC or IS process fails when you
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have links to two remote systems, it is likely that at least one link will remain
active.  (A typical configuration is NCP, NGM, SECEXIT, NC, and IS.)

If availability to interactive user logons is important, configure one or more MS
processes.  As discussed earlier in this section, in “Managing Interactive User
Logon Processing,” NonStop NET/MASTER MS assigns interactive user logons to
NC and MS processes in a circular fashion.  If only two users log on, for example,
and only two processes are available, NonStop NET/MASTER MS assigns each
user to a different process.  Therefore, if either the NC or MS process fails when
two users are logged on, one user’s terminal remains available and that user
remains logged on.  (A typical configuration is NCP, NGM, SECEXIT, NC, and
MS.)

Note It is possible for all interactive user logons to be in the same process at the same time and, therefore, for
all users to be logged off if the process fails.  This occurs, for example, if two processes are available,
three users log on, the user who is currently the only user in one process logs off, and the other process
fails.  You cannot prevent this situation from occurring.

If multiple functions are important, you can configure a combination of additional
processes.  For example, if both availability to logged on-users and access to
remote systems is important, configure one or more MS and IS processes.  (A
typical configuration is NCP, NGM, SECEXIT, NC, MS, and IS.)

The time required to recover from an NC process failure is greater than the time
required to recover from a BK, EM, IS, or MS process failure.

Of these two options, Option 1 uses more resources than Option 2.  If the NC process
fails in Option 2, recovery speed is similar to the recovery speed of an NC process in
basic mode.  If a BK, EM, IS, or MS process fails in Option 2, recovery speed is similar
to the recovery speed of an NC process in Option 1.

Advanced Mode

In advanced mode, in which no NC processes are present, your simplest option to
enhance process persistency is to use two static processes of each application process
class:  otherwise, configure two static occurrences of each important application
process class.  In each case, you ensure that one occurrence of each important
application process class is available if the other occurrence fails.

For example, if all NonStop NET/MASTER MS functions are of equal importance,
configure an additional process of each class.  (A typical configuration is NCP, NGM,
SECEXIT, BK, BK, EM, EM, IS, IS, MS, and MS.)

If availability of the BSYS, BMON, BLOG, and LOGP virtual users and their
background processing environments is important, configure an additional BK
process.  (A typical configuration is NCP, NGM, SECEXIT, BK, BK, EM, IS, and MS.)

If availability of EMS messages is important, configure an additional EM process.  (A
typical configuration is NCP, NGM, SECEXIT, BK, EM, EM, IS, and MS.)
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If access to remote systems is important, configure an additional IS process.  (A typical
configuration is NCP, NGM, SECEXIT, BK, EM, IS, IS, and MS.)

If availability to interactive user logons is important, configure an additional MS
process.  (A typical configuration is NCP, NGM, SECEXIT, BK, EM, IS, MS, and MS.)

If both availability to interactive user logons and access to remote systems is
important, configure an additional MS and IS process.  (A typical configuration is
NCP, NGM, SECEXIT, BK, EM, IS, IS, MS, and MS.)

CPU Allocation and
Persistency

As described earlier in this section, an application process runs in one CPU.  You can
further enhance persistency by spreading application processes over multiple CPUs.  If
one CPU fails, the function performed by the failed application process continues in
the other application process in the other CPU.

For example, in extended basic mode, do one of the following:

When using two NC processes, allocate one NC process to CPU 0 and the other
NC process to CPU 1.

When using one NC process and one BK, EM, IS, or MS process, allocate the NC
process to CPU 0 and the BK, EM, IS, or MS process to CPU 1.

In advanced mode, allocate one BK, EM, IS, and MS process to CPU 0 and the
additional BK, EM, IS, or MS process(es) to CPU 1.

When applied to application processes, the two numbers specified by the
PROCESSCPU operand of the PARAM command specify the first-choice and second-
choice CPU assignments for starting a process.  When an application process starts, it
is started in the first-choice CPU (if available).  If the CPU fails, the application process
is restarted in the second-choice CPU.  Therefore, NonStop NET/MASTER MS may
not be optimally balanced after a CPU failure and restart.

Running BK, EM, and
NC Processes as

Process Pairs

All application processes are started by the NCP as persistent processes.  BK, EM, and
NC processes can also run as process pairs.  This subsection discusses the following
topics:

Starting a BK, EM, or NC process pair

Determining the BK, EM, or NC backup process

Recovering after BK, EM, or NC process pair failure

BK, EM, and NC process pairs in the NonStop NET/MASTER MS processing
environment

Starting a BK, EM, or NC
Process Pair

A BK, EM, or NC process stops running as a persistent process and starts running as a
process pair on the first occasion that an NCL process running in an NCL processing
environment within the BK, EM, or NC process starts a persistent NCL process.  A
backup BK, EM, or NC process is created to ensure that the persistent NCL process can
be restarted if the BK, EM, NC, or NCL process fails.  The BK, EM, or NC process
continues running as a pair when the persistent NCL process stops (ready to support
other persistent NCL processes).
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An NCL process uses the NCL START verb to start a persistent NCL process.  The
START verb must satisfy two conditions.  First, the START verb must specify that the
new NCL process is to run as a persistent NCL process.  Second, the START verb must
specify that the new NCL process is to run in a background processing environment.
(The name of the NCL process and any startup parameters passed to the NCL process
are checkpointed to the backup BK, EM, or NC process when the NCL process is
started.)  Refer to the NonStop NET/MASTER NCL Reference Manual and the NonStop
NET/MASTER NCL Programmer’s Guide for more information about the syntax and use
of the START verb.

Note A persistent NCL process can only execute in a background processing environment.  These
environments are supported only by BK, EM, and NC processes.  This means that IS and MS processes,
which do not support the environment in which persistent NCL processes execute, cannot run as process
pairs.  Refer to the NonStop NET/MASTER NCL Programmer’s Guide for more information about
background processing environments.

Determining the BK, EM, or
NC Backup Process

The startup configuration for BK, EM, and NC processes cannot include whether to
run these processes as process pairs.  This means that the NCP always starts BK, EM,
and NC processes as persistent processes during NonStop NET/MASTER MS startup.
Additionally, the NCP does not have information about these processes as process
pairs.  This means that the NCP always regards each BK, EM, and NC process as a
persistent process while NonStop NET/MASTER MS is running, even though a BK,
EM, or NC process may actually be running as a process pair.

The BK, EM, or NC process that is currently running becomes the primary process of
the BK, EM, or NC process pair and starts the backup process.

For a static BK, EM, or NC process started as a process pair, the PARAM
PROCESSCPU command specifies the CPU in which to create the backup process, as
follows:

If the primary process is running in the first CPU, the primary process creates the
backup process in the second CPU, if the CPU is available.

If the primary process is running in the second CPU, the primary process creates
the backup process in the first CPU, if the CPU is available.

If the primary process is not running in either the first or second CPU, the first
CPU is the first preference for creating the backup process and the second CPU is
the second preference, if either CPU is available.

If the preferred CPU is unavailable, the primary process creates the backup
process in the next higher-numbered CPU (selected in a round-robin fashion)
relative to the CPU in which the primary process is currently executing.

If no CPU is available, the primary process creates the backup process when the
appropriate CPU becomes available.  Meanwhile, the primary process runs
without a backup process (and will not survive a failure)
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The PARAM PROCESSCPU command is not applicable for dynamic processes.  For a
dynamic BK, EM, or NC process started as a process pair, the primary process creates
the backup process in the next higher-numbered CPU (selected in a round-robin
fashion) relative to the CPU in which the primary process is currently executing.  If no
CPU is available, the primary process creates the backup process when the appropriate
CPU becomes available.  Meanwhile, the primary process runs without a backup
process (and will not survive a failure).

Recovering After BK, EM,
or NC Process Pair Failure

If a primary BK, EM, or NC process fails, the backup takes over as the primary process
and starts a new backup process.  If a persistent NCL process is running in the BK,
EM, or NC process, the BK, EM, or NC process restarts the NCL process.

If a backup BK, EM, or NC process fails, the primary process restarts the backup
process.  If a persistent NCL process is running in the BK, EM, or NC process, the NCL
process is unaffected and continues executing.

If both the primary and backup BK, EM, or NC processes fail, the NCP restarts the BK,
EM, or NC process as a persistent process.  The BK, EM, or NC process does not
automatically start running as a process pair; the BK, EM, or NC process stops running
as a persistent process and starts running as a process pair on the first occasion that an
NCL process running in an NCL processing environment within the BK, EM, or NC
process starts a persistent NCL process.  If a persistent NCL process was running in
the failed BK, EM, or NC process pair, the new BK, EM, or NC process does not
automatically restart the NCL process.  The failed persistent NCL process must be
restarted again by the NCL process that originally started it.

BK, EM, and NC Process
Pairs in the NonStop

NET/MASTER MS
Processing Environment

Use of persistent NCL increases the variety of possible NonStop NET/MASTER MS
processes in the NonStop NET/MASTER MS processing environment.  Figure 11-5
shows the possible NonStop NET/MASTER MS processes.  It shows the four process
types:  NCP, GMM processes, security exit processes, and application processes.  For
application processes, it shows the five process classes:  BK, EM, IS, MS, and NC.  For
each process class, it shows whether you can start static processes, dynamic processes,
static process pairs, or dynamic process pairs.
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Figure 11-5.  Application Process Pairs
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Distributing Virtual
Memory Activity

Virtual memory activity associated with a process occurs by default on the same
volume as the program file used to create the process.  You can change the swap
volume used by a process for virtual memory activity by using the
PROCESSSWAPVOL operand of the PARAM command.

Suppose you want a GMM primary process in each CPU of a four-CPU system.
Suppose further that the installation volume is $DATA, and that you want to spread
GMM process virtual memory activity equally across two other volumes, $DATA1 and
$DATA2.

You can meet this objective by including the following GMM process definitions in the
CONFIG file:

PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA.ZNNM.NGM
PARAM PROCESSCPU=(0,1)
PARAM PROCESSSWAPVOL=$DATA1
PARAM GMMPROCESS=GMM_01

PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA.ZNNM.NGM
PARAM PROCESSCPU=(1,2)
PARAM PROCESSSWAPVOL=$DATA1
PARAM GMMPROCESS=GMM_02

PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA.ZNNM.NGM
PARAM PROCESSCPU=(2,3)
PARAM PROCESSSWAPVOL=$DATA2
PARAM GMMPROCESS=GMM_03

PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA.ZNNM.NGM
PARAM PROCESSCPU=(3,0)
PARAM PROCESSSWAPVOL=$DATA2
PARAM GMMPROCESS=GMM_04

The GMM process pairs in CPUs 0,1 and 1,2 use $DATA1 for virtual memory activity,
and the GMM process pairs in CPUs 2,3 and 3,0 use $DATA2.  The changes take effect
after you start the NonStop NET/MASTER MS system.
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Balancing Process
Pairs Among CPUs

Usually the NCP, GMM processes, and security exit processes run as process pairs,
with a primary and backup process.  However, these processes can also run as single
processes, with a primary process but without a backup process.  Additionally, usually
BK, EM, and NC processes run as persistent processes, that is, as single processes.
However, these processes can also run as process pairs.

You specify whether the NCP runs as a process pair when you start NonStop
NET/MASTER MS using the TACL RUN command.

If you start NonStop NET/MASTER MS in basic mode without a CONFIG file, GMM
processes and security exit processes run as process pairs by default, and the single
dynamic NC process runs as a persistent process.

Using a CONFIG file, you can use the PROCESSCPU operand of the PARAM
command to specify whether GMM processes run as process pairs; you can use both
the PROCESSCPU and PROCESSPARAM operands of the PARAM command to
specify whether security exit processes run as process pairs; and you can use the
PROCESSCPU operand of the PARAM command to specify whether static BK, EM,
and NC processes can run as process pairs.

After NonStop NET/MASTER MS starts, however, you may want to rebalance these
processes among CPUs.  For example, you may want to change the CPUs in which the
NCP runs from 0 (primary) and 1 (backup) to 2 (primary) and 3 (backup).  Or, you
may want to run a GMM process, which is currently running as a single process in
CPU 0, to run as a process pair in CPUs 0 (primary) and 1 (backup).  You can perform
these and other tasks, while NonStop NET/MASTER MS is running, using
combinations of the PROCESS ALTER command (with the BACKUPCPU operand)
and the PROCESS SWITCH command.

The PROCESS ALTER command (with the BACKUPCPU operand) specifies a new
backup CPU for a NonStop NET/MASTER MS process that is running as a process
pair or capable of running as a process pair (with a primary but without a backup
process).  The PROCESS SWITCH command switches the roles of the primary and
backup processes of a process pair.

Note The PROCESS ALTER BACKUPCPU command cannot start a backup process for a BK, EM, or NC
process running as a single process.  For these processes, the command updates the location of the CPU
in which the primary process creates the backup process when a persistent NCL process is started in the
BK, EM, or NC process.

There is no loss of service when the roles of the NCP, GMM processes, and security exit processes are
reversed.  However, there is a loss of service when the roles of BK, EM, and NC processes are reversed.
For example, users are logged off and must log on again, nonpersistent NCL processes are stopped and
must be restarted, running commands are stopped and must be reexecuted, and so on.
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Specific tasks that you can perform using the PROCESS ALTER (with the
BACKUPCPU operand) and PROCESS SWITCH commands include:

Switching the role of the primary and backup processes

Moving the backup process to another CPU

Moving the primary process to another CPU

Moving both the primary and backup processes to other CPUs

Changing from a process pair to a single process without changing the primary
CPU

Changing from a process pair to a single process and changing the primary CPU

Changing from a single process to a process pair without changing the primary
CPU

Changing from a single process to a process pair and changing the primary CPU

Note The following examples use the NCP to illustrate tasks you can perform using these commands.

Switching the Role of the
Primary and Backup

Processes

Assume that the NCP is running in CPUs 0 (primary) and 1 (backup), and that you
want the NCP to run in CPUs 1 (primary) and 0 (backup).  Use the following
command to switch the roles of the primary and backup processes:

PROCESS SWITCH=$ZNNM

When the command finishes, the NCP is running in CPUs 1 (primary) and 0 (backup).

Moving the Backup
Process to Another CPU

Assume that the NCP is running in CPUs 0 (primary) and 1 (backup), and that you
want the NCP to run in CPUs 0 (primary) and 3 (backup).  Use the following
command to update the backup process CPU value and to implement the change:

PROCESS ALTER=$ZNNM BACKUPCPU=3 DEFER=NO

When the command finishes, the NCP is running in CPUs 0 (primary) and 3 (backup).

Moving the Primary
Process to Another CPU

Assume that the NCP is running in CPUs 0 (primary) and 1 (backup), and that you
want to the NCP to run in CPUs 2 (primary) and 1 (backup).  To do so, follow these
steps:

1. Enter the following command to switch the roles of the primary and backup
processes:

PROCESS SWITCH=$ZNNM

When the command finishes, the NCP is running in CPUs 1 (primary) and 0
(backup).
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2. Enter the following command to update the backup process CPU value and to
implement the change:

PROCESS ALTER=$ZNNM BACKUPCPU=2 DEFER=NO

When the command finishes, the NCP is running in CPUs 1 (primary) and 2
(backup).

3. Enter the following command to switch the roles of the primary and backup
processes:

PROCESS SWITCH=$ZNNM

When the command finishes, the NCP is running in CPUs 2 (primary) and 1
(backup).

Moving Both the Primary
and Backup Processes to

Other CPUs

Assume that the NCP is running in CPUs 0 (primary) and 1 (backup), and that you
want the NCP to run in CPUs 2 (primary) and 3 (backup).  To do so, follow these steps:

1. Enter the following command to update the backup process CPU value and to
implement the change:

PROCESS ALTER=$ZNNM BACKUPCPU=2 DEFER=NO

When the command finishes, the NCP is running in CPUs 0 (primary) and 2
(backup).

2. Enter the following command to switch the roles of the primary and backup
processes:

PROCESS SWITCH=$ZNNM

When the command finishes, the NCP is running in CPUs 2 (primary) and 0
(backup).

3. Enter the following command to update the backup process CPU value and to
implement the change:

PROCESS ALTER=$ZNNM BACKUPCPU=3 DEFER=NO

When the command finishes, the NCP is running in CPUs 2 (primary) and 3
(backup).

Changing From a Process
Pair to a Single Process

Without Changing the
Primary CPU

Assume that the NCP is running in CPUs 0 (primary) and 1 (backup), and that you
want the NCP to run in CPU 0 only, with no backup process.  Use the following
command to update the backup process CPU value and to implement the change:

PROCESS ALTER=$ZNNM BACKUPCPU=0 DEFER=NO

When the command finishes, the NCP is running in CPU 0 only, with no backup
process.
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Changing From a Process
Pair to a Single Process

and Changing the Primary
CPU

Assume that the NCP is running in CPUs 0 (primary) and 1 (backup), and that you
want the NCP to run in CPU 2 only, with no backup process.  To do so, follow these
steps:

1. Enter the following command to update the backup process CPU value and to
implement the change:

PROCESS ALTER=$ZNNM BACKUPCPU=2 DEFER=NO

When the command finishes, the NCP is running in CPUs 0 (primary) and 2
(backup).

2. Enter the following command to switch the roles of the primary and backup
processes:

PROCESS SWITCH=$ZNNM

When the command finishes, the NCP is running in CPUs 2 (primary) and 0
(backup).

3. Enter the following command to update the backup process CPU value and to
implement the change:

PROCESS ALTER=$ZNNM BACKUPCPU=2 DEFER=NO

When the command finishes, the NCP is running in CPU 2, with no backup
process.

Changing From a Single
Process to a Process Pair

Without Changing the
Primary CPU

Assume that the NCP is running in CPU 0 only, with no backup process, and that you
want the NCP to run in CPU 0 (primary) and 1 (backup).  Use the following command
to update the backup process CPU value and to implement the change:

PROCESS ALTER=$ZNNM BACKUPCPU=1 DEFER=NO

When the command finishes, the NCP is running in CPU 0 (primary) and 1 (backup).

Changing From a Single
Process to a Process Pair
and Changing the Primary

CPU

Assume that the NCP is running in CPU 0 only, with no backup process, and that you
want the NCP to run in CPU 2 (primary) and 3 (backup).  To do so, follow these steps:

1. Enter the following command to update the backup process CPU value and to
implement the change:

PROCESS ALTER=$ZNNM BACKUPCPU=2 DEFER=NO

When the command finishes, the NCP is running in CPUs 0 (primary) and 2
(backup).

2. Enter the following command to switch the roles of the primary and backup
processes:

PROCESS SWITCH=$ZNNM

When the command finishes, the NCP is running in CPUs 2 (primary) and 0
(backup).
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3. Enter the following command to update the backup process CPU value and to
implement the change:

PROCESS ALTER=$ZNNM BACKUPCPU=3 DEFER=NO

When the command finishes, the NCP is running in CPU 2 (primary) and 3
(backup).

Balancing Static and
DSNM Processes

Among CPUs

As described earlier in this section in “PARAM Commands Used to Create a Process
Definition,” you can use the PROCESSCPU operand in the CONFIG file to specify the
first-preference and second-preference CPUs for creating a static or DSNM process.

After NonStop NET/MASTER MS startup, you can change the preferred CPUs by
using the PROCESS ALTER command with the CPU operand.  The change takes effect
when the NCP next starts the static or DSNM process.

The following example changes the preferred CPUs for creating $A001 from their
current values to CPUs 2 and 3:

PROCESS ALTER=$A001 CPU=(2,3)

Influencing How
Dynamic Processes

Are Balanced Among
CPUs

So that you can partially automate how NonStop NET/MASTER MS balances the
workload of dynamic processes, NonStop NET/MASTER MS lets you influence how
dynamic processes are balanced among CPUs.

Two factors determine how dynamic processes are balanced among CPUs:  the relative
availability of a CPU, or CPU weight, for the creation of dynamic processes; and the
CPU resource consumption, or process weight, by a dynamic process.  This subsection
discusses the following topics:

Configuring CPU weight

Configuring process weight

How these two factors interact to let you determine how dynamic processes are
balanced among CPUs

Configuring CPU Weight CPU weight refers to the relative availability of a CPU for the creation of dynamic
processes.  Relative availability is measured in conceptual units, from 0 (the CPU is
unavailable) through 100 (the CPU is completely available).  You can specify a CPU
from 0 through the highest existing CPU number in your system (the highest possible
value is 15), and you can configure CPU weight during or after NonStop
NET/MASTER MS startup:  the same command, PARAM CPUWEIGHT, is used in
both cases.

Use the SHOW CPUWEIGHT command to display information about CPU weight.
Refer to the NonStop NET/MASTER MS Command Reference Manual for more
information about the PARAM CPUWEIGHT and SHOW CPUWEIGHT commands.
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Configuring CPU Weight During NonStop NET/MASTER MS Startup

During NonStop NET/MASTER MS startup, the PARAM CPUWEIGHT command is
used in the CONFIG file.

If the command is not present in the CONFIG file, the NCP determines the CPUs that
exist, assumes that all are available for use by NonStop NET/MASTER MS, and
configures each CPU for maximum availability.

If the command is present in the CONFIG file but does not configure all available
CPUs, the NCP determines the additional CPUs, assumes that they are available for
use by NonStop NET/MASTER MS, and configures them for maximum availability.

If the command is present in the CONFIG file and configures all CPUs, you must
configure at least one CPU with a value greater than 0 for NonStop NET/MASTER MS
to be able to start.

For example, if you have a system with eight CPUs and you want to restrict dynamic
processes to CPUs 0 through 5, use the following PARAM commands:

PARAM CPUWEIGHT=(0,100)
PARAM CPUWEIGHT=(1,100)
PARAM CPUWEIGHT=(2,100)
PARAM CPUWEIGHT=(3, 50)
PARAM CPUWEIGHT=(4, 50)
PARAM CPUWEIGHT=(5, 50)
PARAM CPUWEIGHT=(6,  0)
PARAM CPUWEIGHT=(7,  0)

Configuring CPU Weight After NonStop NET/MASTER MS Startup

After NonStop NET/MASTER MS startup, you can enter the command from the OCS
command input line or from any NCL procedure, if your authority level is equal to or
greater than 9.

This command immediately changes the current CPU weight of the specified CPU.  It
does not update the configuration file, and the weight assigned during NonStop
NET/MASTER MS startup is unchanged.  Therefore, if NonStop NET/MASTER MS is
stopped and restarted, the weight assigned during NonStop NET/MASTER MS
startup, specified in the CONFIG file, is again assigned to the CPU.

If you change the current CPU weight to 0, no new processes are started in that CPU.
Processes running in the specified CPU are not affected by a change in CPU weight,
even when the change means that a process is left running in a CPU whose weight is
changed to 0.  The change takes effect when a new process starts.
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Configuring Process
Weight

As described earlier in this section in “PARAM Commands Used to Create a Process
Definition,” process weight refers to the resources that a dynamic process can
consume in a CPU that is available for the creation of dynamic processes.  You can
configure process weight during or after NonStop NET/MASTER MS startup.

Configuring Process Weight During NonStop NET/MASTER MS Startup

As described earlier in this section in “PARAM Commands Used to Create a Process
Definition,” you use the PROCESSWEIGHT operand of the PARAM command in the
CONFIG file to initially configure the process weight of a dynamic process.

Configuring Process Weight After NonStop NET/MASTER MS Startup

After NonStop NET/MASTER MS startup, you can change dynamic process weight
using the PROCESS ALTER command with the WEIGHT operand.  The change takes
effect when the NCP creates a new occurrence of the dynamic process.  For example,
to change the weight of the dynamic process $Z002 from 5 to 20, use the following
command:

PROCESS ALTER=$Z002 WEIGHT=20

How CPU Weight and
Process Weight Factors

Interact

When the NCP receives a request to create a dynamic process, the NCP searches for a
CPU in which to create the dynamic process in the following order:

1. By using a running CPU with CPU weight greater than or equal to the process
weight of the dynamic process.

If a CPU can handle the request, the search stops:  otherwise, the search for a CPU
continues.

2. By using a running CPU with CPU weight less than the process weight of the
dynamic process.

If a CPU can handle the request, the search stops:  otherwise, the search for a CPU
continues.

3. By using any running CPU.

At least one CPU must be running for NonStop NET/MASTER MS to be running.

Note The NCP builds a circular list of the CPUs available on your Tandem system at NonStop NET/MASTER
MS startup (from 0 through the highest available CPU, and then back to 0).  The NCP always starts in
CPU 0 when it initially searches for a CPU in which to create the first dynamic process required after
NonStop NET/MASTER MS startup.  Thereafter, the NCP starts from the next available CPU and uses
the rules described above as it searches through the circular list.

This search order means that you cannot instruct dynamic processes to execute in
specific CPUs.  However, by judicious CPU weight and process weight assignments,
you can influence how dynamic processes are assigned to CPUs.

This search order also means that the NCP will create a dynamic process in any
running CPU, if necessary, if the workload demands it.  CPU weight and process
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weight assignments are nominal indications, rather than absolute directives, to the
NCP when it creates a dynamic process.

There are two approaches you can take to the task of assigning dynamic processes to
CPUs after NonStop NET/MASTER MS startup (these approaches apply whether you
start NonStop NET/MASTER MS with or without a CONFIG file):

You can let NonStop NET/MASTER MS determine how dynamic processes are
assigned to CPUs

You can monitor NonStop NET/MASTER MS and determine yourself how
dynamic processes are assigned to CPUs by adjusting CPU weight and process
weight as required to best balance the creation of dynamic processes among CPUs.

Suppose that you want to let NonStop NET/MASTER MS determine how dynamic
processes are assigned to the CPUs on your computer.  You have a computer with six
CPUs (0 through 5).  You want to prevent NonStop NET/MASTER MS (as much as
possible) from creating dynamic processes in CPU 0 and CPU 1.  You want to use
CPUs 3 and 5 in preference to CPUs 2 and 4 for dynamic process creation.  You can
achieve these objectives by following these steps:

1. Assign CPU weights of 40, 50, 60, 70, 0, and 0 to CPUs 4, 2, 5, 3, 0, and 1,
respectively, by including the following commands in the CONFIG file:

PARAM CPUWEIGHT=(4,40)
PARAM CPUWEIGHT=(2,50)
PARAM CPUWEIGHT=(5,60)
PARAM CPUWEIGHT=(3,70)
PARAM CPUWEIGHT=(0,0)
PARAM CPUWEIGHT=(1,0)

2. Assign a process weight of 55 to all dynamic processes by including the following
command in the process definitions for dynamic processes in the CONFIG file:

PARAM PROCESSWEIGHT=55

Note The order of PARAM CPUWEIGHT commands in the CONFIG file is not significant to NonStop
NET/MASTER MS as it searches for a CPU in which to create a dynamic process.
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The following table shows how the NCP assigns dynamic processes to CPUs.  It also
shows how the available, used, and remaining CPU weight changes as dynamic
processes start.

Process Starts in CPU CPU Weight

Action 0 1 2 3 4 5 Available Used Remaining Comment

1.  Dynamic process 1 starts. X 70 55 15 Uses Rule 1 to locate
first running CPU with
CPU weight greater
than or equal to 55.

2.  Dynamic process 2 starts. X 60 55 5 Uses Rule 1 to locate
next running CPU with
CPU weight greater
than or equal to 55.

3.  Dynamic process 3 starts. X 50 55 0* Uses Rule 2 to locate
first running CPU with
CPU weight less than
55.

4.  Dynamic process 4 starts. X 70 55 + 55 0* Uses Rule 2 to locate
next running CPU with
CPU weight less than
55.

5.  Dynamic process 5 starts. X 40 55 0* Uses Rule 2 to locate
next running CPU with
CPU weight less than
55.

6.  Dynamic process 6 starts. X 60 55 + 55 0* Uses Rule 2 to locate
next running CPU with
CPU weight less than
55.

7.  Dynamic process 7 starts. X 0 55 0* Uses Rule 3 to locate
first running CPU.

8.  Dynamic process 8 starts. X 0 55 0* Uses Rule 3 to locate
next running CPU.

9.  Dynamic process 9 starts. X 50 55 + 55 0* Uses Rule 3 to locate
next running CPU.

10.  Dynamic process 10 starts. X 70 55 + 55 + 55 0* Uses Rule 3 to locate
next running CPU.

11.  Dynamic process 11 starts. X 40 55 + 55 0* Uses Rule 3 to locate
next running CPU.

12.  Dynamic process 12 starts. X 60 55 + 55 + 55 0* Uses Rule 3 to locate
next running CPU.

* If the available weight minus the used weight is negative, the remaining weight is 0.
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Suppose that you want to control how dynamic processes are assigned to CPU 0 on
your computer.  The following table shows how you can use the PARAM
CPUWEIGHT command to change the available weight of CPU 0 and to influence
how the NCP assigns dynamic processes to CPU 0.  It also shows how the available,
used, and remaining CPU weight of CPU 0 changes as dynamic processes start and
stop.

Weight of CPU 0

Action Available Used Remaining Comment

1.  NonStop NET/MASTER MS starts.  CPU 0 is
configured with a weight of 70 in CONFIG file.

70 0 70 None.

2.  A dynamic process starts with a process
weight of 40.

70 40 30 None.

3.  You change the weight of CPU 0 to 90. 90 40 50 None.

4.  A second dynamic process starts with a
process weight of 30.

90 40 + 30 20 None.

5.  A third dynamic process starts with a process
weight of 10.

90 40 + 30 + 10 10 None.

6.  You change the weight of CPU 0 to 0. 0 40 + 30 + 10 0* CPU 0 is nominally unavailable to
new dynamic processes.  Running
dynamic processes continue.

7.  The three dynamic processes stop. 0 0 0 CPU 0 is still unavailable to new
dynamic processes.

8.  You change the weight of CPU 0 to 70. 70 0 70 None.

9.  A dynamic process starts with a process
weight of 40.

70 40 30 None.

10.  You change the weight of CPU 0 to 30. 30 40 0* CPU 0 is nominally unavailable to
new dynamic processes.  Running
dynamic process continues.

11.  The dynamic process stops. 30 0 30 CPU 0 is now available to new
dynamic processes.

12.  You shut down and restart NonStop
NET/MASTER MS without changing the
CONFIG file.  NonStop NET/MASTER MS
starts.  CPU 0 is configured with a weight of
70 in the CONFIG file.

70 0 70 None.

* If the available weight minus the used weight is negative, the remaining weight is 0.
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Application Processes
and NCL Queues

Figure 11-6 summarizes the relationship between static and dynamic application
processes and NCL queues.  The figure shows a NonStop NET/MASTER MS system
with two application processes:  a persistent application process and an application
process pair.  Each application process has two NCL processing environments.  The
figure shows that an NCL process in any NCL processing environment in any
application process can send an NCL process to any queue.

The figure shows three NCL queues, for which the global execution limits are one,
three, and five NCL processes, respectively.  It shows that the global execution limit is
applied locally for each NCL processing environment.  For example, NCL Queue 1 has
four concurrently executing NCL processes even though the global execution limit is
one:  each NCL process was executed from a different NCL processing environment.

The figure shows that each application process maintains separate NCL queue files.
Information about delayed or queued NCL processes executed from NCL processing
environments 1 and 2 is stored in the NCL queue file (pQnnn) maintained by the
persistent application process; information from environments 3 and 4 is stored in the
NCL queue file (pQmmm) maintained by the application process pair.  (Other files
(pQnnnA and pQmmmA) are also used by the application processes to store NCL
queue information, and are shown in the figure.  However, a file used only during the
recovery of a failed application process pair (which would be called pQmmmX, if
created) is not shown.  (An NCL queue recovery file is not used by persistent
application processes because these processes do not run persistent NCL processes.))

See Section 3, “Configuring NonStop NET/MASTER MS,” and Section 5,
“Customizing the Operations Environment,” for more information about NCL queues.
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Figure 11-6.  Application Processes and NCL Queues
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Using NonStop
NET/MASTER MS With

and Without DSNM

As discussed earlier in this section, NonStop NET/MASTER MS can make use of the
facilities provided by DSNM.  Additionally, you can configure NonStop
NET/MASTER MS to not use a DSNM system.  This subsection discusses the
following topics:

Configuring DSNM processes

Using DSNM event monitoring processes

Distributing DSNM virtual memory activity

Using a DSNM environment controlled by DSMS or IOC

Starting NonStop NET/MASTER MS without DSNM

Note Using NonStop NET/MASTER MS commands, you can configure only the use of DSNM and the
execution attributes of DSNM processes that NonStop NET/MASTER MS starts.  To configure other
attributes of DSNM, refer to the Distributed Systems Management Solutions (DSMS) System
Management Guide.

Configuring DSNM
Processes

You can use PARAM commands to define the CIP, the command server process, and
other DSNM processes.  The following table lists the mandatory (M) and optional (O)
PARAM command operands used for a DSNM process definition:

Operand Use Purpose

PROCESSOBJECT M Specifies the program file name.  This operand is normally first in
the process definition.

PROCESSCPU O Specifies primary and backup CPUs.

PROCESSNAME M Specifies the process name.

PROCESSPARAM M Specifies a startup message.

PROCESSPRIORITY O Specifies process priority.

PROCESSSWAPVOL O Specifies a swap volume.

For each of the following operands, specify a unique name of 1 through 12 characters.  Each operand
must be last in the process definition.

CIPPROCESS

CMDPROCESS

DSNMPROCESS

M

M

M

Specifies the logical name of a CIP process.

Specifies the logical name of a command server process.

Specifies the logical name of all DSNM processes other than the
CIP and command server process.

You can also change other attributes of DSNM processes by altering the DSNM
configuration file.  For specific instructions, refer to the Distributed Systems Management
Solutions (DSMS) System Management Guide.
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If you configure any of the DSNM processes, the CONFIG file must contain
instructions for starting the OMON, DBI, and event monitor processes, if required, in
addition to the DSNM processes you configure.  If a CONFIG file includes any
configuration for a DSNM process started by NonStop NET/MASTER MS, the file
must contain process definitions for every DSNM process required by the processing
environment.

For example, if your system does not use X25AM and you do not want the DSNM
event monitoring and subsystem interface processes for the X25AM subsystem to start,
create a CONFIG file that defines a configuration for every DSNM process except the
two processes that you want to exclude.

Configuring a Conversational Interface Process

When defining a CIP process in the CONFIG file, use the CIPPROCESS operand to
specify the process type and the logical name of the process.  For example, to configure
a CIP named $ZD05, include the following lines in the CONFIG file:

PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA.ZDSMS.CIP
PARAM PROCESSNAME=$ZD05
PARAM PROCESSPARAM="DSNM ZNNMCONF"
PARAM CIPPROCESS=CIP_01

You can define up to 10 CIP processes.

Configuring a Command Server Process

When defining a command server process in the CONFIG file, use the CMDPROCESS
operand to specify the process type and the logical name of the process.  For example,
to configure a command server process named $ZDCM, include the following lines in
the CONFIG file:

PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA1.ZDSMS.CMDSVR
PARAM PROCESSNAME=$ZDCM
PARAM PROCESSPARAM="DSNM ZNNMCONF"
PARAM CMDPROCESS=CMDSVR

If the CONFIG file contains a process definition for a command server process, include
process definitions for the remaining DSNM processes that you want to start.
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You can configure up to 10 command server processes for a NonStop NET/MASTER
MS system.  For example, to configure three command server processes, change the
CONFIG file to include a series of commands similar to the following:

PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA1.ZDSMS.CMDSVR
PARAM PROCESSNAME=$ZDC1
PARAM PROCESSPARAM="DSNM ZNNMCONF"
PARAM CMDPROCESS=CMDSVR1

PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA1.ZDSMS.CMDSVR
PARAM PROCESSNAME=$ZDC2
PARAM PROCESSPARAM="DSNM ZNNMCONF"
PARAM CMDPROCESS=CMDSVR2

PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA1.ZDSMS.CMDSVR
PARAM PROCESSNAME=$ZDC3
PARAM PROCESSPARAM="DSNM ZNNMCONF"
PARAM CMDPROCESS=CMDSVR3

A NonStop NET/MASTER MS system can use either a command server process that it
starts for its own use or, alternatively, a command server that belongs to an externally
started DSNM system.

Configuring DBI, OMON, Event Monitoring, and Subsystem Interface Processes

Whenever you define a DSNM process other than CIP or command server process, use
the DSNMPROCESS operand to specify the process type and the logical name of the
process.  For example, to configure the Expand event monitor process whose
configuration resides in the DSNM configuration file indicated by ZNNMCONF,
include the following lines in the CONFIG file:

PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA.ZDSMS.SCPE
PARAM PROCESSNAME=$ZD42
PARAM PROCESSPARAM="DSNM ZNNMCONF, COMPONENT EXPAND"
PARAM DSNMPROCESS=SCPE-EX

The rules for defining DSNM processes, which are described at the beginning of this
subsection, also apply.

Using DSNM Event
Monitoring Processes

As noted earlier, NonStop NET/MASTER MS usually automatically starts the DSNM
command server and subsystem interface processes.  If you want to use the DSNM
event monitoring processes, you must explicitly configure them in the CONFIG file
and start NonStop NET/MASTER MS with the CONFIG file.  You must start the event
monitoring processes if you use NetStatus with NonStop NET/MASTER MS.

The DSNM event monitoring processes include these processes:

Database interface process (DBI)

Object monitoring process (OMON)

The event monitoring process for each subsystem that you want DSNM to monitor
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To use these processes, follow the instructions provided in “Configuring DSNM
Processes,” earlier in this subsection, for defining the processes you want to use.  Note
that if you configure any DSNM processes in the CONFIG file, the file must contain a
definition for each DSNM process that you want to start.  Therefore, if you add the
event monitoring capability by defining DBI, OMON, and some event monitoring
processes, the CONFIG file must also contain definitions for the subsystem interface
processes and the command server.

The Distributed Systems Management Solutions (DSMS) System Management Guide
contains a detailed explanation of each process.

Distributing DSNM Virtual
Memory Activity

The Distributed Systems Management Solutions (DSMS) System Management Guide
describes the default volumes and subvolumes that DSNM processes use for virtual
memory activity.  Refer to that manual for an explanation of the procedures used to
configure DSNM virtual memory activity.

Configuring NonStop
NET/MASTER MS to Share

DSNM

A NonStop NET/MASTER MS system can use an external DSNM environment, that
is, one that belongs to either a stand-alone DSMS system or the Integrated Operations
Console (IOC).  The practice of using a DSNM environment that another management
application controls is known as sharing a DSNM environment.

You can configure a NonStop NET/MASTER MS system to share a DSNM
environment with other management applications by using PARAM command
operands to identify the names of the command server processes in the remote DSNM
environment.  To use a remote DSNM environment, include the following PARAM
command operands in the CONFIG file:  CMDSVR and DSNMSECTION.

Use the CMDSVR operand to specify the name of an externally-started command
server process for the remote DSNM system.  Specify CMDSVR as a valid process
name.  For example, to specify a command server named $BDCM, include the
following command in the CONFIG file:

PARAM CMDSVR=$BDCM

You can specify up to 10 command server processes.  If you cannot define all
command server process names in one line, repeat the PARAM CMDSVR
command to specify additional names.  If you define an externally-started
command server, NonStop NET/MASTER MS does not automatically configure
any DSNM processes.

Use the DSNMSECTION operand to specify the section of the
$SYSTEM.SYSTEM.DSNM file that names the externally-started DSNM
environment’s configuration file.

If you want to use the OPSYS command to start sessions with
conversational-mode Guardian utilities, the CONFIG file must include commands
for starting a CIP process.  DSNM environments started by DSMS and the IOC do
not use the CIP process.
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Example

Suppose, for example, that you want to integrate NonStop NET/MASTER MS with a
shared DSNM system whose process character is Z and whose command server
process is named, accordingly, $ZDCM.  The DSNM environment’s DSNM
configuration file is specified in the ZNNMCONF section of the
$SYSTEM.SYSTEM.DSNM file.  Figure 11-7 illustrates the configuration objective.

Figure 11-7.  Sharing a DSNM Environment
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To use the external DSNM environment, include these commands in the CONFIG file:

== Starting a CIP process because the shared DSNM environment
== does not include one
PARAM PROCESSOBJECT=$DATA.ZDSMS.CIP
PARAM PROCESSNAME=$ZD05
PARAM PROCESSPARAM="DSNM ZNNMCONF"
PARAM CIPPROCESS=CIP1

== Specifying the command server of the shared DSNM
== environment and the section of the $SYSTEM.SYSTEM.DSNM
== file that names the environment’s DSNM
=  configuration file
PARAM CMDSVR=$ZDCM
PARAM DSNMSECTION=ZNNMCONF

If the CONFIG file includes both the PARAM CMDSVR and the PARAM
CMDPROCESS commands, NonStop NET/MASTER MS uses the command server
process specified by the PARAM CMDSVR command.  Although the NCP starts the
command server specified by the PARAM CMDPROCESS command, the NonStop
NET/MASTER MS system supervised by the NCP uses only the command server
specified by the PARAM CMDSVR command.  This is true regardless of the order in
which the PARAM CMDSVR and PARAM CMDPROCESS commands appear in the
CONFIG file.

Configuring NonStop
NET/MASTER MS to Not

Use DSNM

In rare circumstances, you may wish to start NonStop NET/MASTER MS without
starting DSNM.  The effect is that you lose all the DSNM command capability
associated with the OPSYS command.  NCL procedure development and limited
training exercises are examples of reasons for which you could use NonStop
NET/MASTER MS without DSNM.

To start NonStop NET/MASTER MS without DSNM, configure valid but nonexistent
process names for the command server process and the CIP in the CONFIG file.  The
following example shows nonexistent process names:

PARAM CIP=$JUNK1
PARAM CMDSVR=$JUNK2
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